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“Summer time, and the livin’ is easy”. This Summer
we here in the Emerald Isle are enjoying unusually
hot weather at the moment. It’s so good that I found
it difficult to work on this issue. Thanks to the team,
we have a few reviews for you to enjoy: The most
iconic airport in Microsoft Flight Simulator, Meigs
Field, is now available for Aerofly FS2, a collaboration
between Orbx and IPACS. John McNeely has a brief
review of it in this issue. Philip Wafer reviews ‘Fly the
Maddog X’, which you can fly to Bari X for a virtual
holiday or make your way over the Atlantic to
FlyTampa’s Boston Rebooted v4. For X-Plane users,
you can practice your VOR approaches at FlyTampa’s Corfu.
We welcome comments, contributions of reviews, articles etc. for the
magazine. You can contact us at pcpilots@pcpilotsireland.com
The next issue is due in September.
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By Joe DeGregorio

www.flightsim.com

n705km.zip

FS2004/FSX Eastern Airlines Boeing 767-300ER. I am proud to present this SkySpirit 2010 V5 model of the Boeing 767-300ER Rolls Royce RB211 powered Eastern Airlines Whisperliner. This is a complete package for the
Skyspirit Boeing B767-300ER in Eastern Airlines Whisperliner colours. N705KW is one of the 767-300ER's flying
for the 2018 Eastern Airlines-Swift Air and I did this repaint as it is rumoured that N705KW will get the heritage
Whisperliner livery. Whether it does or not remains to be seen, but regardless we have it here now in FlightSim.
This package comes with default sounds and panel. It is highly suggested that you add a favourite 3rd party
panel and sounds to this package to enjoy it properly. I've also included my custom AES file for those of you that
have AES Ground Support. Since some Eastern aircraft had the American Flag and some didn't I've added those
Flag textures as an option under the texture files eal_USA and have them added to the aircraft.cfg so you'll have
both of them to fly as an option.
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Arrivals
Airport Rome XP X-Plane 11
From Omar Masoor
www.aerosoft.com

L’Aeroporto
di
Roma-Fiumicino
“Leonardo da Vinci” – this new airport for XPlane not only sounds like
“La Dolce Vita”, it takes you right
into the heart of Italy and into the
“Eternal City”! The perfect rendition
of the eight-largest airport in
Europe comes with custom objects
for the capital airport. Animated
passenger boarding bridges, Safedock A-VDGSs, and high-resolution
ground textures, help establish a
faithfully developed scenery for
XPlane. Features: Fully detailed
rendition of Rome Fiumicino Airport
(LIRF). High resolution ground textures (2048x2048 pixels). Animated passenger boarding bridges
and Safedock A-VDGSs at all eligible gates/stands (free Autogate
Plug-in required). Complete taxiway network for use by ATC and AI
aircraft. Fully compatible with the
X-Life plugin by JARDesign. Works
with the ‘Draw Parked Aircraft’ feature. Makes full use of the new
ground service vehicles introduced
in XPlane 11. Road network with
animated traffic. Great balance between quality and performance

Almeria Airport
From PILOT’s
www.simmarket.com

Almería is a Spanish city, capital of
the province with the same name
which belong to the autonomous
community of Andalusia. We have
built this area using the best available aerial images and with utmost
accuracy. Main features: 4K resolution textures. 750 squared kilometres photoreal (50cm/px city & airport, 2m/px for rest of Almeria. Ac-

curate depiction of Almeria harbour. 3D Grass custom vegetation.
Realistic shadow rendition. Special
night light shadows textures. 3D
ALS and runways lights. Custom
buildings for the city, surrounding
areas and Autogen. Full optimized
airport for great performance.
Made for FS Global Ultimate Mesh,
compatible with FTX Vector and
more. Requirements: FSX FSX:SE
Prepar3D V3 FSW.

Balearic Islands professional
From Sim-wings
www.aerosoft.com

ages (ca. 0.5 m/px) covering the
whole island. Appropriate autogen
and city objects. Photo realistic
coverage of the islands can optionally be turned off. New highly detailed elevation models for the islands with a resolution of 5m. Numerous static vehicles like buses,
baggage carts, etc. Animated jetways (STRG-J), SODE jetways as
an option. New, optimised 3D runway
lighting
with
activation/
deactivation based on time of day
and weather conditions. Apron
lamps with new effects and dynamic light. Changed AFCAD approaches to AirDac 1804. Dynamic
vehicles on airport feeder and
apron (AESLite). Scenery registration following P3D V4 add-on.xml
procedure. Configuration tool to
control some options.

Corfu X-Plane 10/11
Balearic Islands professional includes the entire archipelago in one
compilation for your holiday experience and is now available for Prepar3D V4. Included are the islands
of Ibiza (with Formentera) and Menorca with their international airports (LEIB or LEMH, respectively)
as well as Mallorca with Palma Airport (LEPA) and Son Bonet (LESB).
They come with highly detailed AFCAD files for AI aircraft and realistic approach procedures for your
own approach. The highly detailed
jetways are fully animated and can
be docked to the aircraft using
CTRL-J. SODE jetways are also
available as an option. Features:
Up to date aerial images of the
whole archipelago with 0.5m/pixel.
Up to date airport facilities (car
parks, etc.). Ground shadows with
pre-rendered
lights
(raytracing
lights). Up to date Taxiway lines for
PP, taxiways, etc. incl. new markings. Custom taxiway, RWY, and
3D apron lighting. Lots of static
and animated vehicles, e.g. buses,
carts, etc. Grass between taxiways.
Autogen. Complex AFCAD. New in
the P3D V4 version: All code
(BGLs) compiled with P3D V4 SDK,
using new material options and being performance optimised to the
new engine. All objects optimised
for
new
shadow
technology.
Ground layout following P3DV4
SDK. High-resolution satellite im5

From FlyTampa
www.flytampa.com

Ioannis Kapodistrias (LGKR) airport
on the island of Corfu, Greece features the following: Complete island with custom mesh, handplaced vegetation, and 3D lighting.
Sloped Airport terrain. Full coverage with custom buildings and all
known landmarks. Animated apron
vehicles and road traffic. Prerendered self-shadowing and custom reflection maps.

Guernsey Xtreme
From UK2000 Scenery
www.uk2000scenery.com

Guernsey Airport was opened in
1939 as a grass airfield with 4
rough grass runways. Its first use
was by the German Luftwaffe dur-

ing there invasion of the Channel
Islands. By 1948 BEA and Jersey
airlines were flying regular trips to
Southampton. A new 4800ft tarmac
runway was constructed and traffic
increased with regular services to
London and Southampton using
Viscount
and
Herald
aircraft.
Guernsey was a main base for
Aurigny and for over 30 years the
little yellow islanders and Trislanders aircraft were used on the inter
island link. During 2012 the airport
closed for over 40 days to allow
construction of a runway extension.
This allowed larger aircraft like the
EMB190, B737 and A320 to the use
the airport. Today the main operators are Aurigny and Flybe. Features: Full detail Buildings. Realistic
Ground Markings. Hi Res ground
image. UK Runway markings. Stunning Night Effects. 3D Approach
Lights. Dozens of Airport Vehicles.
Excellent Frame Rates. Animated
Road Traffic #. Runway Wigwags.
Full set of signs. Fencing. Airliner
Static Aircraft. GA Static Aircraft.
Manual
and
Options.
Special
'Effects'. Improved runway lights.
Vegetation. # Not in FS2004 version. Requirements: FS2004, FSX,
FSX SE and Prepar3d V1-V4.

SAAB Regional Pack V2
From VirtualCol
www.simmarket.com

Searching a better quality and update old models to current level of
our customers, we create a complete and new version of SAAB REGIONAL airplanes. This new version
not only presents a substantial improvement in the external models,
but also completely and totally
radical inside the modelling of the
virtual cabin with respect to the
previous package and even to our
most recent products. With this, we
seek to raise the level of the product a bit without leaving our approach "friendly frames" with which
we seek greater efficiency in flight
but without taking up so many resources of the user's equipment.
Features: Three models: SAAB
340, SAAB 340 cargo and SAAB
2000. 2D panel and 3D improvement cockpit. Ground service ani-

mation. Panels and original gauges.
Repaints; 45 for the 340, 17 for the
2000. Original prop sound. Fully
compatible with Microsoft FSX, FSX
Steam Edition, Prepar3d v1, v2, v3
and v4. Setup with detection of FS
route to help in installation. Textures in high resolution. Special update price available.

Tenerife-South P3D4
From Digital Design
www.simmarket.com

Tenerife South–Reina Sofia Airport
is the larger of the two international airports located on the island
of Tenerife. This detailed scenery
was recreated to the smallest details and will allow you to immerse
yourself in the atmosphere of Tenerife-South Airport. Features: Detailed airport objects and vehicles.
Photorealistic textures on the airport buildings. High resolution
ground textures. Realistic high
resolution vegetation throughout
the area. Custom surroundings, almost every house and tree in area.
Friendly FPS. Custom high resolution mesh of island. High resolution
terrain coverage of the airport and
surroundings. Realistic 3D night
lightning of all the island. Dynamic
lighting including animated vehicles
and jetways. Highly realistic night
time effects with custom 3D runway and taxilights. Animated airport vehicles, cars. Support SODE
jetways. Support GSX docking system (GSX recommended). Compatibility with any VFR sceneries.

TB-10 Tobaga & TB-20
Trinidad X-Plane 11
From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

These accurately detailed models of
Socata's TB-10 Tobago and TB-20
Trinidad,
each
in
five
paint
schemes, boast PBR materials with
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real-time environment reflections,
a fully functional and comprehensive IFR-capable avionics fit and
4096 x 4096 textures. Features include custom-coded fuel and electrical systems, interactive checklists for every stage of flight, flight
computer panel, pop-up autopilot
window, simulated vapour lock and
plug fouling, custom external light
logic, an authentic sound set and
realistic flight dynamics. In the
cockpit, the amazing level of detail
extends right down to modelled
screw heads and animated seat
backs. Authentic wear and tear, including fingerprint marks will make
you feel like you are sitting in the
real thing! A vast array of avionics
including a KMA 24, GNS 430, GNC
255, KN 62, KAP 150, GTX 330, KR
87 and WX-1000 Stormscope will
ensure that you never get bored.
Accurate flight dynamics tested by
real-world TB-20 pilots and authentic sound sets for both engine variants complete this extensive offering.

Traffic France
From France VFR
www.aerosoft.com

Traffic FRANCE has been designed
and built to provide VFR flight with
a realistic environment, by reproducing a general aviation traffic as
compliant as possible with the aircraft fleets of French flying clubs
and other official aircraft. Air traffic
is divided into several modules,
each representing a specific type of
traffic activated by default in the
product but that can be easily deactivated according to your needs
and your choices. Main module includes flying club’s aircraft traffic
which is based on a database of the
fleets of most French flying clubs,
as up-to-date as possible, and allowing realistic flights and aircrafts.
Other modules represent less numerous but equally important and
original fleets: military traffic, civil
security and business aviation, but
also small amazing traffic like
“Patrouille de France”, presidential
plane and fleet, and so on. Features: Air traffic with several thou-

sand flight plans throughout the
France country. Many types of traffic supported: Aeroclub, military,
business aviation and civil security
More than 50 different aircraft
models and their variants. Realistic
aircraft fleets based on fleets of
French flying clubs. Airport definition files (AFCAD) adapted to Traffic France specifications provided.
Open product allowing the personalization of the paintings of each
plane.
Compatible
with
other
France VFR scenes and / or other
publishers.

FS Add-on Collection Tokyo
International Airport 2
From TechnoBrain Co.
www.simmarket.com

Tokyo International Airport is the
leading airport in Japan. Being
closer to the capital Tokyo, it is one
of the busiest airports in the world
in passenger traffic. The airport has
4
runways
(RWY
16L/34R,
16R/34L, 04 /22, 05/23) of 2500m
or longer. Tokyo International Airport 2 Haneda has been elaborately
created with careful attention to
coverage. Some ingenuity includes
runway RWY 23/05 which is not in
the default, expansion of the new
international terminal/terminal 2,
and C runway for enabling the operation of long-distance large international flights. FS Add-on collection series is made in JAPAN. Product Features: Extremely realistic
airport. Detailed city and major
landmarks. Animated CTRL+J jetways. AFX file representing actual
airline parking positions (Some
parking lots can park the default
aircraft). Excellent night techniques, realistic runway lighting according to official documents of the
airport. Custom platform and custom vehicles. Custom approach
data (LDA RWY22/23 approach).
Add RWY23/05. Pseudo shadows.
Road traffic. Version for FSX/FSX
SE/P3Dv2/P3Dv3/P3Dv4. Add dynamic lighting to all apron lights.
P3DV4 only (User option). Much
more.....

Douglas DC-8
From Michael Capenda
www.aerosoft.com

tic or fast alignment and more. A
cold and dark state is available at
any time using the pop-up loader
utility.

HD Cities-Geneva-Autogen 3D
From PrealSoft
www.simmarket.com

The Douglas DC-8 was one of the
aircraft that brought long distance
air travel to the masses. For a long
time, we lacked these important
aircraft in our simulators but this
add-on adds a version to your virtual hangar that is not only looking
and sounding good, but also offers
a good system depth. Every real
pilot will enjoy navigating by VOR
and NDB and manually managing
the four finicky power plants. Features: Simulation of a 50 series
DC-8 passenger airliner with a focus on normal procedures. 3D
model of the exterior with animated flight surfaces, reversers,
landing gear, four exits and two
cargo doors. Virtual cockpit model
with detailed simulation of instruments and controls at the pilot’s,
first officer’s, and flight engineer’s
positions. In-depth simulation of
more than 10 aircraft systems. Visual rain effects on cockpit windows
using TrueGlass technology by
TFDi. P3D V4 version includes dynamic landing, taxi, and ground
floodlights that illuminate objects.
Cockpit lighting including main
panel, pedestal, and engineer’s
panel floodlights, dome light, panel
back lighting, and instrument
gauge lighting. Instrument gauge
lighting has four selectable levels of
intensity. Engine and other sounds
by Turbine Sound Studios including
start-up external air cart sound.
Radar display showing terrain with
three ranges selectable. Loader
utility to add and remove passengers, cargo and fuel. Detailed engine simulation with accurate EPR
readings to set power for takeoff,
climb and cruise. Detailed performance tables to determine V speeds,
power settings, takeoff trim, manoeuvre and stall speeds, and
more. Custom icing code will cause
airframe ice accumulation to increase drag and degrade lift while
de-icing will gradually remove effects of ice. INS waypoints may be
manually inserted, or simply by
loading a standard FSX flight plan.
INS simulation is very detailed with
random drift, DME updating, realis7

Geneva, French: Genève, Arpitan:
Genèva, German: Genf, Italian: Ginevra, Romansh: Genevra is the
second-most populous city in Switzerland (after Zürich) and is the
most populous city of the Romandy, the French-speaking part
of Switzerland. Situated where the
Rhône exits Lake Geneva, it is the
capital of the Republic and Canton
of Geneva. The main features:
Autogen (Houses and trees) for Geneva Photoreal Sceneries. Specific
building Textures (Swiss Style).
Customized 3D Buildings. Optimized for best framerates. 3D
Streets light for FTX Global users.
Compatible with Geneva Airport
Sceneries, FTX Global. NOTE: You
have to download FREE PrealSoft
HD Cities Geneva Photoreal City on
our page or another Geneva Photoreal Scenery before you use this
product.

Daytona Beach Intl. XP

From Jan Marten, Jo Erlend Sund

www.aerosoft.com

Florida Calling! Fly into Daytona
Beach International, take a Spring
Break at the Beach or watch the
race at the adjacent Speedway
Track. This brand-new add-on for
XPlane 11 is a highly detailed recreation of Daytona Beach International Airport. It also covers the famous Daytona International Speedway track and a large extent of the
surrounding area. It also includes
airport corrections for Lafayette
Landings Airport (FD90). Features:
Especially highly detailed recreation

of Daytona Beach International
(KDAB). Accurate, highly detailed
building models. Detailed terminal
interiors. High-resolution textures
based on photos taken at the site.
Detailed, accurate ground layout.
High-resolution ground textures
with PBR effects. Photo scenery
covering most of the environment
with current aerial images. Custom
models for city buildings (e.g. university). Animated environment.
Custom bridge models. Animated
jetways, Safedock A-VDGSs and
marshallers at all eligible gates
(with the free AutoGate plug-on by
Jonathan Harris). Detailed recreation of Lafayette Landings airfield
(FD90).

Swiss Glacier Pilot
Volume 1 and 2
From Design for FS
www.simmarket.com

sions are available in English, German and French. The preferred language version can be selected during installation. Three kinds of missions are included: 1) From an airfield to a glacier. One of them is a
search for the crashed C-53 Dakota
on the Gauligletscher. 2) Flying between two glaciers. 3) Training
flight on Kanderfirn and Clariden.
Special features of these missions:
Voice over for each language version in order to guide you through
the mission. Three different skill
levels of missions are available: Intermediate, Advanced and Expert.
The manual is available in German,
English and French as well as the
original aircraft manual by Simon
Smeiman. The CD-Version is available on the designer's website

www.design4fs.ch
V4.1 or V4.2.

Requires

use these fixed and accurate Time
Zones). It doesn't affect your simulator's performance because it is a
new time zones definitions and it
doesn't
use
your
computer's
graphical or process resources. Because the DST (Daylight Saving
Times) start and end dates change
every year, new yearly updates will
be released to adjust DST. All inaccuracy reported feedbacks will be
reviewed and new patches and updates will be released after each
report.

Canary Islands professional—
El Hierro
From Sim-wings
www.aerosoft.com

P3D

Time Zone Fixer
From SimElite Solutions
www.simmarket.com

This Addon is a comprehensive
package and includes the following
elements: Aircraft: Piper Super Cub
PA-18 with wheels and skis for Glacier Flying with 4 civil and 2 Swiss
Air Force paint schemes. Fieseler
Storch Fi-156 with wheels and skis
for Glacier Flying with 1 civil and 5
Swiss Air Force paint schemes.
Scenery: The glacier landing fields
designed for this addon are also
used for real glacier flying in Switzerland. Usually airports in P3D are
designed in a flat environment. The
glacier landing fields are designed
with a slope between 2.5° and
10.5° in direction for landing and
takeoff and are a special feature of
this addon. Landing fields on the
following glaciers are included:
Kanderfirn, Petersgrat, Jungfraujoch, Clariden, Wildhorn, Allalin,
Gauligletscher, Glärnischfirn, Grand
Gombin,
Griesgletscher,
Les
Diablerets, Monte Rosa, Pigne
d’Arolla, Plaine Morte, Plateau de
Trient,
Rhonegletscher,
Vadret
Pers. Ski tracks on the landing
fields for better visibility. Snow
cloud during takeoff, landing and
with higher motor rpm. Red marking frame of the landing fields for
better visibility when set the scenery density to "Extremely Dense".
Missions: The glacier flying mis-

It's time to fix your flight simulator
time zones forever and fly with correct local times in all airports
around the world. SimElite Solutions Time Zone Fixer is made to
fix all Time Zone problems in all
flight simulator softwares like Microsoft Flight Simulator X(FSX all
versions including STEAM Edition)
and Lockheed Martin Prepar3D(P3D
all versions including Prepar3D V4)
and with that, you will have the
most accurate time zones ever exist in flight simulator environment.
It doesn't have any separate user
interface and after install, it will be
a part of your flight simulator. Features: It will fix all Flight Simulators Time Zone problems: The
whole globe's Time Zones will work
correctly. The whole globe's DST
(Daylight Saving Times) will work
correctly. It can be installed on
these flight simulators: Microsoft
FSX). FSX Steam Edition). Lockheed Martin Prepar3D V1, P3Dv2,
P3Dv3, P3Dv4. It can be installed
easily and it will update flight simulator’s configurations automatically.It can be used standalone or
beside FSRealTime Addon if you
already have it (FSRealTime will
8

The airport and island of El Hierro
are part of the long-awaited rework
of Sim-wings’ “Canary Islands” series for Prepar3D V4. Though the
island is the smallest of the Canaries it has a beautiful charm and its
airport excites with an approach
demanding the pilot´s full concentration and skills. High resolution
ground textures based on an aerial
image as well as Autogen cover the
whole island. A custom 3D Mesh
Terrain has been created for the
airport featuring an underpass and
a sloped car park. Features: Highresolution ground textures based
on aerial images with a resolution
of 25cm/Pixel for the complete island. Custom, detailed 3D mesh for
the airport area with an underpass
and a sloped car park. Dynamic car
traffic on the airport feeder and
surroundings (AESLite). All buildings/installations of the airport surroundings. Excellent night textures.
Autogen covering the whole scenery area of the island. New in the
P3D V4 version: All code (BGLs)
compiled with P3D V4 SDK, using
new material options and being
performance optimised to the new
engine. All objects optimised for
new shadow technology. New highresolution elevation model for the
island with a resolution of 5m.
Ground layout including detailed
aerial image following P3DV4 SDK.
Dynamic apron traffic now with optional dynamic headlight effects.
Apron lamps with new effects and

dynamic light (optional). New, optimised 3D runway lighting with activation/deactivation based on time
of day and weather conditions.
Scenery registration following P3D
V4 add-on.xml procedure. Configuration tool to control some options.

HD Texture Pack for Captain
Sim Boeing 757-200
From PaintSim
www.simmarket.com

HD - High-Resolution repaints 4 of
world-known
airlines
for
the
FS2004 Captain Sim Boeing 757200 model on a completely new
Paint Kit. American Airlines. LaCompagnie. United Airlines. Icelandair. A completely new paint kit
was created with the highest resolution. I completely anew painted
the textures of the fuselage, engines, wings and other external
parts of the aircraft. Also, the textures of the stabilizer, chassis and
many other details were completely
repainted. In the new paint kit, realistic portholes, reflections, and
volumetric rivet textures were
added.

Milano-Malpensa professional
From David Rosenfeld
www.aerosoft.com

Milano-Malpensa, the second largest airport in Italy, is now available
for Prepar3D V4! Discover seasonal
photo textures with a 0.5 m/px
resolution, highly detailed and authentic airport buildings as well as
accurate approach lighting. The
animated jetways, optionally animated exactly due to SODE, the
integration of AES Lite and much
more create a maximum of realism. New in the Prepar3D V4 version: Code (BGLs) recompiled and
optimized using new material options with P3D V4 SDK. All objects
optimized for new shadowing techniques. Dynamic Lighting (can be

disabled partially). Ground layout
including detailed aerial imagery
created according to P3D V4 SDK.
New detailed surface below and
around the airport to blend in with
default or FS Global Ultimate mesh.
Ground with seasonal adaptations.
All airport objects checked, corrected materials and combined to
one object. Vehicles combined and
drawcall optimized. Other objects
checked and corrected. Dynamic
lights and effects split from lamp
objects to be switchable. 3D grass
with seasonal adaptations. Taxiway
lights
corrected
and
made
switchable based on weather conditions. Taxiway signs corrected and
removed lost parts. New weatherdependent 3D runway and approach lights. AFCAD optimized and
approaches added based on AIRAC
1803. Added a few new models.
Scenery
registration
via
addon.xml. New configuration tool. Upgrade offer available.

Super 80 Mega Pack
From GLC Textures
www.simmarket.com

Luton Xtreme X-Plane 10/11
From UK2000 Scenery
www.uk2000scenery.com

Luton airport is a major hub for
budget airlines, like EasyJet, Ryanair, Flybe. plus a number of others operators. It is also popular as
a 'Bizjet' airport with 3 main operators. Today London Luton Airport is
one of the UK's largest airports and
carried 9.5 million passengers in
2011. Features: Full detail Buildings. Realistic Ground Markings. Hi
Res ground image. UK Runway
markings. Stunning Night Effects.
Dozens of Airport Vehicles. Excellent Frame Rates. Runway Wigwags. Full set of signs. Fencing.
Manual and Options. Improved runway lights.

Phoenix Sky Harbour Intl.
From Flightbeam Studios
www.simmarket.com

This addon is for the LEONARDO
SOFTWARE - FLY THE MADDOG X
for FSX and P3D. Contains UHQ
textures with detailed works on the
effects of paint wear, dirt, shine
and metals using personalized alphas channels for each of the liveries this package corresponds to
MD80: Aero Lloyd. Air Lib Express. Andes Lineas Aereas. AOM
French
Airlines.
Air
Aruba. Avianca. British Island Airways. Bulgarian Air Charter. BWIA
International. Crossair. Danish Air
Transport (FIFA world tour trophy). Harlequin Air (Japan Airlines
- JAL). Crossair Mcdonalds livery. North American Airlines. Onur
Air 17.- Orange Air. Reno Air. Spirit
Airlines "10 ANIVERSARY". Trans
World
Airlines
"Wings
of
Pride". Alaska Airlines (circa
1988). Austrian Airlines "MAGIC
LIFE". Blue Line. Continental Airlines. Northwest Airlines. One-TwoGo (Orient Thai Airlines). Pacific
Southwest Airlines. USAir Airlines. Valujet Airlines. Viasa Airlines. All templates are exported
in .dds dxt5 format 4K ready.
9

Welcome to Sky Harbour International. With its 326-foot control
tower, three active taxiway bridges
and an Arizona Air National Guard
base, KPHX is one of the most
unique airports in the U.S. KPHX
was designed for FSX and Lockheed Martin's PREPAR3D; one of
the most detailed airport renditions
ever made for a simulation. With
our extensive experience in the
game industry, KPHX is optimized
to a high degree to bring you the
best possible performance even
with the most demanding thirdparty aircrafts, all while displaying
stunning attention to detail at
every terminal. Features: NEW!
Version 2.0 uses Flightbeam Manager (No Addon Manager, Couatl
required). NEW! Dynamic Lighting
(P3Dv4+ only). NEW! Floodlight
lamp glows. Stunning 2048x2048
High Definition textures for terminals. Active Jetways. Built-in shadows with no framerate loss. Moving
trams and custom animations.

Three highly detailed taxiway
bridges. Animated hold short lights.
Reflective windows. Static aircrafts
with realistic shadows. High tech
optimization for best performance.
and MUCH more. Requirements:
FSX. FSX:SE. Prepar3d v3. Prepar3d v4.

Warsaw Chopin Airport XP V2
From Drzewiecki Design
www.simmarket.com

Gap Tallard
From FSX3D
www.simmarket.com

The aerodrome of Gap - Tallard
(IATA code: GAT. ICAO code:
LFNA) is an aerodrome open to
public air traffic (CAP) 1, located in
the municipality of Tallard 12 km
south-southwest of Gap in the
Hautes-Alpes (Provence-Alpes-Côte
d'Azur region, France). It is used
for the practice of leisure activities
and tourism (light aviation, glider,
helicopter, skydiving and ballooning). The aerodrome has four runways oriented south-north (02/20):
a bitumen track 965 meters long
and 30 wide; a grass track 700
meters long and 80 wide, reserved
for gliders and paratroopers for
their landings. They are located on
both sides of the paved minitrack.; a mini asphalt track 443
meters long and 10 meters wide,
reserved for microlights and gliders. The aerodrome is not controlled but has a flight information
service (AFIS) and an automatic
broadcast service (ATIS). The calls
are made on 129.325 MHz for ATIS
and 119.100 MHz for AFIS. Features: Low-Poly buildings. Ambient
Occlusion. Humans 3D Low-Poly
animated. Parachutists. Animated
Windsocks (SODE). Ground Poly
HD (Parking, Track etc ...). Reflects
rain (Track, Taxiway). Lighting realistic. Realistic modelling (Photos
2017). Season Summer / Winter
(Configurator). Slope/Mesh very
precise on the aerodrome (1 meter). Mesh on the whole area (10
meters). Grass 3D. Modelling of the
surroundings. Half photo HR 25
cm / pixel on the airfield. 1200
km / 2 (Snowy in Winter). HD textures. Air traffic.

EPWA Warsaw Chopin Airport XP v2
for X-Plane 10/11 is a highly detailed scenery of EPWA Chopin airport in Warsaw, Poland. Scenery
Features: High quality EPWA Warsaw Chopin airport with up-to-date
terminals, aprons and taxiways.
Up-to-date scenery with new terminals, taxiways and aprons. Static
aircraft, 3D static and walking people, terminal interiors, ground service vehicles, detailed horizontal
and vertical signs, animated elevators. X-Plane native HDR lighting.
AutoGate animated jetways with
safedocks (VGDS). XP11 AI/ATC
compatibility and animated ground
traffic. Custom-made charts. Fully
compatible with Warsaw City XP.
Changes in V2: Most up-to-date
airport layout. XP11 AI/ATC compatibility.
Lighting
done
from
scratch. Helicopter apron. All gates
with moving jetways and VGDS.
New ground traffic. New specular
maps for all objects. New vertical
signs. New static aircraft. Animated
elevators at some gates. Walking
people inside the terminal. Many
smaller issue fixed like autogen,
default roads etc.

HD Texture Pack 14 for the
Simcheck Airbus A300B4-200
From PaintSim
www.simmarket.com

This pack features HD repaints of 4
major world-known airlines for the
SimCheck A300B4-200 model for
FSX: Garuda Indonesia. Thai Airways International (Old Colours).
Capitol Airlines. Anatolia Airlines.
Added completely new wings textures in the highest possible resolution (UHD 4096 px). New more advanced bump textures. The original
Paint Kit has been carefully reworked, incl. new bumps, more realistic aircraft skin panel and rivet
textures. In these repaints I aimed
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at rendering the aircraft as close to
the real ones as possible. You may
see that some of the aircraft repaints are made as Airbus A300600, thus I've modified the cabin
arrangement to correspond to the
real À300. Some of the given livery
repaints already exist but I pursued
greater detalization, accuracy and
enhanced quality, which took a lot
of effort and time.

F33A Bonanza X-Plane 11
From Carenado
www.carenado.com
www.simmarket.com

Special Features Version 1.1: Only
for X-Plane 11. State-of-the-art
configurable FPS-friendly logic system. Fully VR compatible. Full PBR
(Superb material shines and reflections). Included in the package: 5
HD liveries. 1 HD blank texture.
F33 Normal and Emergency Procedures PDF. F33 Performance tables
PDF. F33 Quick reference table
PDF. Autopilot KFC150 Manual PDF.
Recommended Settings XPLANE 11
PDF. Features: Specially designed
engine dynamics for XP11. Flight
physics optimized for XP11 standards. Ground handling adapted for
XP11 ground physics. Physically
Based Rendering materials and
textures throughout. PBR materials
authored with industry-standard
software used by the film and gaming industries. X-Plane GNS430
(FPS friendly). Support for RealityXP's GTN750* (integrated into 3D
cockpit, when available). Goodway
Compatible. Realistic behaviour
compared to the real airplane. Realistic weight and balance. Tested
by several pilots for maximum accuracy. *RealityXP GTN 750 is sold
separately.

Kansai Intl. Airport
From BDOaviation
www.simmarket.com

Kansai International Airport (IATA:
KIX, ICAO: RJBB) is an interna-

tional airport located on an artificial
island in the middle of Osaka Bay
off the Honshu shore, located
within three municipalities, including Izumisano (north), Sennan
(south), and Tajiri (central), in
Osaka Prefecture, Japan. Kansai
opened on 4 September 1994 to
relieve overcrowding at Osaka International Airport, which is closer
to the city of Osaka and now handles only domestic flights. Terminal
1 was designed by Italian architect
Renzo Piano. The airport serves as
an international hub for All Nippon
Airways, Japan Airlines, and Nippon
Cargo Airlines, and also serves as a
hub for Peach, the first international low-cost carrier in Japan.
Features: Highly detailed textures.
Volumetric grass. Surrounded airport area. Low polygon model. Custom made ground polygon. Reflective Glass. Detailed terminal building, apron, taxiways, runways. FPS
friendly. Animated vehicles. Hand
placed taxiway signs. Animated jetway (SODE compatible). Requirements: Flight Simulator X (SP2) or
Prepar3d 3.2 and P3D v4.

Santiago Cibao MDST 2018
From TropicalSim
www.simmarket.com

Cibao
International
Airport
(Spanish: Aeropuerto Internacional
del Cibao) (IATA: STI, ICAO:
MDST) also known as Santiago Airport, is located in Santiago de los
Caballeros, Dominican Republic's
second largest city. It's the country's third busiest airport by passenger traffic and aircraft movements. Features: Highly detailed
Cibao Intl' Airport / MDST. Full
night illumination. Recent ground
layout changes represented. Dynamic Lighting on Prepar3d v4 version. Optional SODE animated jetways. Optional 3D Lights. Optional
3D Grass within airport islands and
taxiways/runways. P3D v2/v3/v4
native materials custom ground option. Wet ground surface effect for
P3Dv2/v3/v4 (via native custom
ground) and for FSX (via SODE).
Compatible with add-on AI traffic.
Compatible with other third-party
sceneries. FSX version compatible
with default and add-on FSX scen-

ery. P3D version compatible with
default and add-on P3D scenery.
Usage of FSX SDK for the FSX version for best performance. Usage of
Prepar3d SDK for the P3D version
for best performance. Installers will
detect sim location and add the
scenery.cfg entry for FSX, FSX:SE,
P3Dv1, P3Dv2, P3Dv3 & P3Dv4.
Special upgrade price available.

put, if they wish, to help the developer in adding new features and
resolving issues in the final stages
of its development.

KSFO HD - San Francisco Intl.
From Flightbeam Studios
www.simmarket.com

Traffic Global - Early Access
From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

It’s been twenty years since Just
Flight published the first instalment
in the legendary Traffic series. Now
Traffic Global, the latest and greatest edition, is ready to begin populating the virtual skies and once
again make your flight environment
'as busy as it gets'. Traffic Global
features thousands of individual
commercial airline AI aircraft that
have been built from the ground up
to provide unprecedented levels of
realism and immersiveness. The
traffic database which powers the
AI flights is sourced from the same
suppliers that power many of the
popular ‘flight tracking’ apps and
websites, thus providing our most
realistic representation of realworld airport traffic yet. Traffic
Global has been designed for the
latest incarnations of Flight Simulator X and Prepar3D. The traffic database that powers the AI flights is
sourced from the same suppliers
that power many of the popular
‘flight tracking’ apps and websites,
thus providing our most realistic
representation of real-world airport
traffic yet. Traffic Global covers all
the latest and most common aircraft types which are currently in
use, including the 787, A380,
A320neo and A350. Customisable powerful tools let you explore and
take full control of the supplied AI
schedules. You can also create and
edit your own database of custom
single-leg or multi-leg AI traffic
flights and add your own repaints.
Early Access means that Traffic
Global is not yet 100% complete,
but is at an advanced stage of development and ready for early
adopters who are keen to see
what’s new and to provide their in11

Welcome to San Francisco International, gateway to the Pacific and
the 7th busiest airport in the
United States. KSFOHD is a completely new product, not an update
to our previous KSFO. It's been recreated from scratch with all new
development techniques to bring
you one of the most immersive and
detailed simulation airports ever
made. Features: NEW! Version 2.0
uses Flightbeam Manager (No Addon Manager, Couatl required).
NEW! SODE Animated, dynamic
jetways that accurately attach to
your aircraft. NEW! Dynamic Lighting at terminals, Cargo areas,
Maintenance buildings (P3D v4
only). NEW! Special environmental
effects such as water puddles and
lamp glows. Completely updated,
including new ATC tower, new
Boarding E building and more! Custom, ultra realistic see through
windows with dirt, reflections and
smudges. Animated vehicles. Volumetric 3d grass throughout airport.
Detailed highway overpasses covering US-101 and I380 highway interchanges. High tech optimization
for best performance and MUCH
more.

Douglas DC4/C-54 Skymaster
and Aviation Traders ATL98
Carvair for P3D4
From Flight Replicas
www.simmarket.com

Douglas DC-4/C-54 Skymaster and
Aviation Traders ATL98 Carvair for
Lockheed Martin Prepar3D v.4. Discover this iconic aircraft, first flown
in 1942 and still in operation in the

2000's. This package contains 10
variants covering operations over
the type's entire history. You will
be able to experience every aspect
of its amazing and hard-working
history from World War II to the
post-war commercial airlines, from
military use around the world to
fire fighting, and even the extraordinary Carvair cargo variant developed in the '60's. Variants included: C-54A, C-54B Cargo, C54B Passenger R5D, DC-4, DC-41009, SAAF (South African Air
Force), Firefighter, Carvair (early),
Carvair (late). Features: 9 different
highly accurate VC's. 10 different
variants. Highly accurate flight dynamics, including high-precision
flight planning charts for all aspects
of flight. Fully clickable and workable cockpits overall. Working supercharger
engine
switch-over
functions for high-altitude flight.
Dual NAVCOM and (depending on
VC) ADF radios, and transponder,
plus 2D GPS for those longer
flights. Working standard and
Sperry A-3 autopilots (depending
on VC). Animated pilots (external
view). Removable crew and passenger stairs. Bump and spec mapping for realism. Variety of paint
schemes. Full accurate flight operations manual derived from the
original. Paint kit is available on the
developer's Downloads page.

KIAD HD - Washington Dulles
International Airport
From Flighbeam Studios
www.simmarket.com

Welcome to Washington Dulles International Airport, the gateway
from the Nation's Capitol to over
125 worldwide destinations! KIAD
is one of North America's busiest
airports with more than 60,000
passengers on a typical day. KIAD
was designed for FSX and Lockheed Martin's PREPAR3D; the most
detailed rendition of Washington
Dulles ever, exclusively built for
flight simulation. We took our
games industry experience to recreate the KIAD in stunning detail,
starting with our full airport survey
done on-site to bring you the best
and most accurate recreation of

KIAD's
atmosphere.
Features:
NEW! Version 2.0 uses Flightbeam
Manager (No Addon Manager,
Couatl required). NEW! Reworked
and updated ground textures including realistic water puddles.
Stunning 2048x2048 High Definition textures throughout airport.
Completely custom ultra realistic
see through windows with dirt, reflections and smudges. Custom animated vehicles. Custom, ultra realistic lamp glows. Animated runway
guard hold short lights. Nearly
12,000 acres (50sq/km) of custom
buildings/textures. Custom made,
hand placed dense forests surrounding airport. High tech optimization for best performance. and
MUCH more. Requirements: FSX.
FSX:SE. Prepar3d v3. Prepar3d v4.

Miyazaki Airport RJFM 2018
From MFSG
www.simmarket.com

Miyazaki Airport (IATA: KMI, ICAO:
RJFM) is an airport located 3.2 km
(2.0 mi) south southeast of Miyazaki, a city in the Miyazaki Prefecture of Japan. Features: Highly detailed Miyazaki Airport. Seasonal
Miyazaki
Photoscenery
Terrain.
Seasonal
Miyazaki
Groundpoly
RJFM airport area. FS2004 version
compatible with default scenery
(Tested). FSX version compatible
with default scenery (Tested).
P3Dv3 & P3Dv4 version compatible
with default scenery (Tested).
Compatible with add-on AI traffic.
Static Aircraft. Static Jetway only.
SODE not required. Dynamic Light
P3Dv4 (optional). Requirements:
FSX, Prepar3D v3 & v4, FS2004.

MKJP X-Plane 11
From RWY26 Simulations
www.simmarket.com

Norman Manley International Airport MKJP, Kingston, Jamaica features the following: High detailed
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representation of Norman Manley
International Airport (NMIA). High
resolution textures (2048/4096).
Custom Ground Textures. Static AI.
Autogate Jetways. ATC Ground
Routes. 3d volumetric grass. PBR
Materials. Blends with Ortho4XP.
For use on X-Plane 11 only.

OR Tambo Johannesburg Intl.
Airport V5 for X-Plane 11
From NMG Simulations
www.simmarket.com

Opened in 1952, OR Tambo International Airport (FAOR) is the largest airport in South Africa, and also
the busiest. It is also a major gateway for tourist traffic and located
approximately 24 kilometres (15
mi) from the Johannesburg city
centre. In 2006 the airport was renamed to OR (Oliver Reginald)
Tambo International Airport, after
the former president of the African
National Congress (ANC), hence
the change in the Airport ID from
FAJS to FAOR. This package includes the Johannesburg City X
package from Trieng Trieng Scenery. See all the landmarks Johannesburg has to offer, including the
city buildings. Features: Highly Detailed Airport Buildings. High Definition Textures. Reflective Windows. Corrected Runway and Taxiway layout. Corrected Taxi Routes
for all aircraft types, including type
F aircraft. Service Vehicle compatible. Request your aircraft to be
serviced. Johannesburg City X from
Trieng Trieng Scenery included.
Manual Install - You will be required to copy the files yourself. Special upgrade price available.

Nijima Airport 2018
From MFSG
www.simmarket.com

Niijima Airport (ICAO: RJAN) is a
public aerodrome located 1.5 NM

(2.8 km; 1.7 mi) southeast of the
village of Niijima, on the island of
Niijima, one of the Izu Islands in
the Philippine Sea, south of the Izu
Peninsula, Japan. Regularly scheduled flights from Niijima to Chofu
Airport in western Tokyo began in
March 1979. It was granted a construction permit in 1984 to be upgraded to a national-standard tertiary airport and construction was
completed in 1987. A runway lighting system was installed in 1994.
Features: Highly detailed Nijima
Airport. Nijima Photoscenery Terrain.
Photoscenery
Groundpoly
RJAN airport area. FS2004 version
compatible with default scenery
(Tested). FSX version compatible
with default scenery (Tested).
P3Dv3 & P3Dv4 version compatible
with default scenery (Tested).
Compatible with add-on AI traffic.
Static Vehicles. SODE not required.
No Dynamic Light P3Dv4. Requirements: FSX, Prepar3D v3 & v4,
FS2004.

available. Only for P3D4, this Paris
Airport Pack vol.1 includes 10 airports and airfields in the Western
region of Paris - LFFB: Buno Bonnevaux, LFFC:
Mantes
Chérence, LFFQ:
La
Ferté
Allais, LFOX:
Etampes
Mondésir, LFPA:
Persan
Beaumont, LFPF:
Beynes
Thiverval, LFPT: Pontoise Cormeilles en
Vexin, LFPX:
Chavenay
Villepreux, LFPY: Bretigny sur Orge
(closed), LFXU:
Les
Mureaux.
FranceVFR made it a standalone
product, but it’s perfectly compatible with the main scenery of Paris
VFR 3DA.

that you can actually feel the different handling characteristics. The
Fly-by-Wire Flight Controls System
has been simulated to great precision and accurately reflects the
Boeing™ C*U, P-Beta and spiral
stability logic you find on the real
aircraft. Additionally, protective
features such as Bank Angle Protection and Tail-Strike Protection
help you to operate the aircraft
safely. Flight Characteristics have
been tested by real-world 787 drivers. Choose from over 65 high
quality real-world liveries, available
for download free of charge from
the QualityWings website.

Ultimate 787 Collection P3D4

Vnukovo International Airport
X-Plane 11

From QualityWings
www.flight1.com

Paris - Ile De France VFR - Airport Pack Vol1 for P3D4
From France VFR
www.simmarket.com

Paris-Ile de France VFR - Airport
pack Vol.1 scenery models a pack
of 10 detailed airports and airfields
located in the Western part of the
Paris-Ile de France region. This
scenery can be used as a standalone product or as an extension
for our Paris-Ile de France VFR®
scenery already available. The new
Paris UNLIMITED series contains
photo-realistic VFR sceneries, airports, airfields and heli platforms.
It is the result of years of experience and practice in flight simulation and 3D modelling. "Paris
Unlimited" products embed all enhancements from the new 3DAutomation® technology developed by
France VFR®. This technology already allows to generate the most
realistic and dense environments
ever seen. It does not intend to
model real world accurately but to
create a copy "as real as it gets" on
a massive scale. It will evolve to
adapt to the needs and new data

QualityWings, one of the industry
leaders in flight simulation now
brings you the The Ultimate 787™
Collection for Prepar3D v4. The
Boeing™ 787 Dreamliner™ is a
tech marvel of aviation. Using advanced composites, fuel efficiency,
new electrical designs, new engine
types, the 787 ushers in the future
in aircraft design. You can now experience this airliner in Prepar3D
v4. Choose between three highly
accurate and detailed models: Boeing™ 787-8, Boeing™ 787-9, Boeing™ 787-10 (Release TBD). Based
on hundreds of drawings, photos
and videos, the exterior models
replicate every small detail of the
real airplane. Differences between
each variant - such as for the main
landing gear - are modelled in
great detail. In addition we made
sure that material reflectivity, aircraft lights and animations closely
resemble the real aircraft. There
are over 100 Custom animations
on the exterior models including,
but not limited to: Realistic Wing
Flex, 787-9 HLFC System, Environmental Control System inlets &
outlets, 787-specific "Autodrag"
function, 787-specific Manoeuvre
Load Alleviation, All Flight Controls,
APU Inlet Door, Landing gear incl.
Shock Strut Compression, Passenger and Cargo Doors with correct
animation. Each variant comes with
its own flight dynamic to ensure
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From JustSim
www.simmarket.com

Vnukovo
International
Airport
(IATA: VKO, ICAO: UUWW), is a
dual-runway international airport
located 28 kilometres (17 mi)
southwest of the centre of Moscow,
Russia. It is one of the four major
airports that serve Moscow, along
with Moscow Domodedovo Airport,
Sheremetyevo International Airport, and Zhukovsky International
Airport. In 2015, the airport handled 15.82 million passengers, representing an increase of 24% compared to the previous year. It is the
third-busiest airport in Russia. Features: Detailed airport objects and
vehicles. Custom textured taxiways, runways and apron. Custom
surroundings.
Custom
airport
lights. Compatible with X-Plane 11
features. Animated ground vehicles
(X-Plane 11 only). Shading and occlusion (texture baking) effects on
terminal and other airport buildings. High resolution ground textures / Custom runway textures.
High resolution building textures.
Excellent night effects. Realistic reflections on glass. World Traffic
compatible. X-Life traffic compatible. Optimized for excellent performance.
Animated
Jetways
(plugin by Marginal). New exclusive
feature: Rain effects on ground.
Effect will be controlled by xEnviro
v1.08 (and higher) plugin.

Welcome to Kolyma P3D4
From Shestenko Sergey
Vladimirovich
www.aerosoft.com

Magadan airport (also known as
Sokol airport) is an international
airport located near the village of
Falcon, north of the city of Magadan and about 56 km away from
it via the main Kolyma highway.
The airport provides scheduled
flights from the Magadan region to
the airports of the far east of Russia, Siberia and Moscow. Experience this highly detailed implementation for P3D including photorealistic
seasonal
textures,
hand
placed, realistic 3D objects and
realistic night lighting. Another feature of this add-on is the custom
runways and taxiways made with
real elevation changes, making the
approach to this airport a very special experience. Features: Custom
runway, taxiways, and apron made
with real elevation changes. Realistic markings on the runway, the
apron, and the platform. Photorealistic textures for runway and
apron. Seasonal textures. Photorealistic textures on objects. Realistic
lighting at night. HD textures.
Autogen covering the airport area.
Landclass for surrounding areas.
Great FPS and low memory usage.
Various ground texture resolutions
(1024, 2048, 4096).

Yamagata Airport 2018
From MFSG
www.simmarket.com

Yamagata Airport (IATA: GAJ,
ICAO: RJSC ) is a 2nd-class airport
in Higashine, Yamagata, Japan. The
airport is 23 kilometres (14 mi)
north of the city of Yamagata. By
1985 ANA offered five daily flights
to Haneda, one of which was operated by a widebody Boeing 767.
Japan Air System began service to

Osaka (Itami) and Sapporo in
1979. International charter service
commenced in 1981, and the airport hosted long-haul charters to
countries such as Finland, Hungary,
New Zealand and Mexico. Currently, the airport is served by JAL
and FDA using an Embraer 170 to
Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya. Features: Highly detailed Yamagata
Airport. Seasonal Yamagata Photoscenery Terrain. Seasonal Photoscenery Groundpoly RJSC airport
area. FS2004 version compatible
with default scenery (Tested). FSX
version compatible with default
scenery (Tested). P3Dv3 & P3Dv4
version compatible with default
scenery (Tested). Compatible with
add-on AI traffic. Static Vehicle.
Static Jetway only. SODE not required. No Dynamic Light P3Dv4.
Requires: FSX, Prepar3D v3 & v4,
FS2004.

0.3 to 0.5 meter / pixel resolution
from aerial photography reworked
for an optimal visual rendition
(summer only). Autogen buildings
and vegetation for each platform. 2
versions included: standalone version (also suitable for TRUElandscape) and Paris-Ile de France VFR
extension version. Flatten/slope
platform correction for each airport. Geo-referenced data for
maximum compatibility with future
add-ons installed on the same
area. Development process 100%
SDK (System Development Kit)
specifications compliant, ensuring
maximum compatibility with new
releases. SIA VAC - IAC - ARRDEP
charts provided.

Ultimate Douglas DC-3
Simulation
From Perfect Flight
www.simmarket.com

Paris - Ile De France VFR Airport Pack Vol2 for P3D4
From France VFR
www.simmarket.com

The Paris-Ile de France VFR - Airport pack Vol.2 scenery models a
pack of 10 detailed airports and
airfields located in the Eastern part
of the Paris-Ile de France region.
This scenery can be used as a
standalone product or as an extension for our Paris-Ile de France
VFR® scenery already available.
The new Paris UNLIMITED series
contains photo-realistic VFR sceneries, airports, airfields and Heli
platforms. It is the result of years
of experience and practice in flight
simulation and 3D modelling. "Paris
Unlimited" products embed all enhancements from the new 3DAutomation® technology developed by
France VFR®. This technology already allows to generate the most
realistic and dense environments
ever seen. It does not intend to
model real world accurately but to
create a copy "as real as it gets" on
a massive scale. It will evolve to
adapt to the needs and new data
available. Features: Pack containing 10 photoreal high resolution
airports. Ground textures of about
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Here is the complete representation of the Douglas DC-3, a fixedwing propeller-driven airliner with
tail wheel-type landing gear. Prior
to the development of the DC1/2/3 series, scheduled air travel
was noisy, relatively uncomfortable, and something that could
only be afforded by the wealthy.
The DC series changed all that by
providing comfortable, relatively
fast and reliable air service. Features: Complete Douglas DC-3 aircraft package with extra option,
High detailed texture for a complete representation of the most
interesting colour scheme. All repaints are taken from real planes,
as well. The plane has also realistic
stereo sounds. Missions Pack - Missions features Flight briefing, Cabin
preparation (Frequencies, Autopilot
etc.), Step by step Check Lists Procedures (pre-start, taxi, before t/o,
after t/o, descend, landing, parking) with prompt menu. Crew announcements, speed calls and restriction, Captain speaking, GPWS
and much more! Liveries. Product
also includes a complete set of DC3 paint scheme: Royal Air Force,
Aer Lingus, Austran Airlines, Buffalo, Delta Airlines, Eastern Airlines, Air France, Dakota Norway,
Pacific
Galactic,
Polar/Alfred
Wegener
Institute,
Spectrem,
Swiss Air Lines. PES - (Passengers

Entertainment System) - Missions
also features the exclusive PES
(Passengers Entertainment System), fully customizable with own
sound tracks. At the cruising altitude, a Prompt Menu will appear
with PES Options. New and unreleased soundtracks included. Complete documentation. Product includes Airport info and charts for all
destination and an useful User
Guide with detailed instructions to
learn how to fly the Douglas DC-3.

MIL MI-35 Super Hind
From Nemeth Designs
www.simmarket.com

The Mil Mi-35 (Super Hind) is the
most advanced version of the famous Mi-24 series helicopters, developed by the South African Advanced Technologies and Engineering. Features: 3 paint themes. Detailed exterior and interior models.
Custom snow and rain windshield
effects. Hundreds of custom animations on the exterior and interior
models. Night cockpit lighting. Fully
clickable dynamic virtual cockpit.
3D animated instruments. Based
on original blueprints, documentations. PDF manual. Support for
multiple platforms. MS Flight Simulator X with Acceleration, MS Flight
Simulator X Steam Edition, Lockheed Martin Prepar3D v4.

787 Immersion
From FSFX Packages
https://fsfxpackages.com

Few aircraft can pride themselves
in being graceful, impressive and a
hell of a workhorse. In its entirety,
the Boeing 787 constitutes aweinspiring ingenuity and represents
the latest trend in aviation technology and engineering. Just like any
other Immersion package, you can
expect utmost quality and realism
from us. We make sure that each
and every effect is displayed at the

right time and in the right conditions. Every shape and sumptuous
curves of the Boeing 787 were
taken into account to provide an
ultra-realistic
set
of
natural,
weather-induced effects on your
787 with 787 Immersion. Included
effects: Wing Condensation, Engine
condensation, Jet wash, Contrails,
Volumetric lighting,
plus
new
touchdown effect for your hard
landings, new engine start-up
smoke under cold conditions, new
brake dust effect when retracting
the landing gear, under rain conditions, water droplets falling off the
wing for more realistic walkarounds. Water vortex from the
ground into the engine (that one is
amazing!), and upon rotation, water vapour vortices under each
wingtip. Requirements: QualityWings 787, Windows 7 or above,
FSX (with SP2 or Acceleration
Pack) or Lockheed Martin Prepar3D
v4 or above, .NET Framework 4.5.2
or above, FSUIPC (Free or Paid
version).

OR Tambo Johannesburg Intl.
Airport V5 P3D4
From NMG Simulations
www.simmarket.com

In 2006 the airport was renamed to
OR (Oliver Reginald) Tambo International Airport, after the former
president of the African National
Congress (ANC), hence the change
in the Airport ID from FAJS to
FAOR. This package contains an
update that will change the default
Johannesburg Airport ID from FAJS
to FAOR. The old FAJS airport will
no longer be available in your
Flight Simulator World Menu. This
may cause AI Traffic to stop using
Johannesburg / OR Tambo International Airport entirely as some AI
Traffic packages uses the older Airport ID of FAJS to route flight to.
You will need to contact the provider of your AI package for a solution if you find that your AI Traffic
no longer displays. Features:
Highly Detailed Airport Buildings.
Accurate Runway/Apron Lighting.
Fully AI-Traffic compatible. Corrected layout with accurate road
network and added vehicle traffic.
Fully configurable installer - No
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computer experience needed to
install. FTX Global Ready. Special
upgrade price available.

UHD Texture Pack 2 for
Level-D Boeing 767-300ER
From PaintSim
www.simmarket.com

UHD - Ultra High-Resolution (4096
px resolution) repaints of 4 worldknown airlines for the Level-D Boeing 767-300ER model for FSX &
P3D on a completely new Paint Kit.
Featuring; Condor, WestJet, LAN
Airlines, Hawaiian Air. A completely
new paint kit was created in the
highest resolution. I completely
anew painted the textures of the
fuselage, engines, wings and other
external parts of the aircraft. In the
process, the bump and specular
textures were completely redone.
Textures of the fuselage, wings and
engines are now at a resolution of
4096 px. This is 4 times more compared to the original textures. Also,
the textures of the stabilizer, chassis and many other details were
completely repainted. In the new
paint kit, realistic rivet textures and
seams were also added, the effects
of scuffs and dirt.

Polish Airports Vol.1 XP V2
From Drzewiecki Design
www.simmarket.com

Polish Airports vol.1 XP V2 for XPlane 10/11 is a package of highly
detailed sceneries of EPGD Gdańsk,
EPKT Katowice, EPRZ Rzeszów
(including EPRJ) and EPLB Lublin
(including EPSW) airports in Poland. Scenery Features: 4 high
quality international airports: EPGD
Gdansk, EPKT Katowice, EPRZ
Rzeszów and EPLB Lublin in up-todate layouts. Large surrounding
areas around each airport, Rzeszów
city included (photo, autogen and
some landmarks). Moving jetways,
VGDS, ground handling vehicles,

3D people, animated custom trains.
Ultra realistic representation of airport markings and lighting. Reflective ground materials, specular textures, dynamic HDR lighting. Custom navaids, custom charts, advanced automatic installer system.
Changes in V2: All airports; Default
AI, ATC and ground handling compatibility. Updated custom navaids.
EPGD: Enhanced apron lighting and
apron materials. Specular textures
added. Vertical signs done from
scratch. Government E170 removed. New moving jetways with
VGDS. EPRZ: Transparency issues
fixed. New moving jetway with
VGDS. EPKT: New version of the
airport, updated ground layout,
new terminal, new lighting, new
markings, pretty much everything
worked on. EPLB: New, upgraded
version of the airport. Update offer
available.

C152 for X-Plane
From Just Flight
www.justflight.com

Just Flight, in partnership with
Thranda Design are proud to present the C152 for X-Plane 11. The
resoundingly successful C152 for
FSX is now available for X-Plane 11
users. The usual improvements for
X-Plane have been made and the
little two-seater classic is looking
resplendent in its X-Plane colours.
The C152 features PBR materials
with real-time environment reflections for superb quality and realism, HD textures for the highest
possible texture clarity and immersion, stunning audio effects, HDR
lighting and numerous animations
including doors, windows, air vents
and even a realistically animated
ignition keychain that responds to
G-forces! The aircraft also features
full VR support with manipulators
and camera snap points, a custom
weight and balance manager, and
engine management. This featurepacked and expertly detailed aircraft also includes a fully functional
IFR-capable avionics fit, customcoded electrical system, functioning
carburettor heat and primer controls and an authentic sound set.

UHD Texture Pack 6 for the
Captain Sim Boeing
757-200 III (P3D4)
From PaintSim
www.simmarket.com

and runway. 3D cards grass. 3D
custom ground lights and posts.
Requirements: P3D4. Compatible
with ORBX Global base. Not compatible with ORBX Vector.

YBCG Gold Coast Airport
From ORBX
https://orbxdirect.com

Textures only for new model 757
CAPTAIN III (Prepar3D v4). UHD Ultra High-Resolution (4096 px
resolution) 4 repaints of worldknown airlines for the Captain Sim
Boeing 757-200 III model on a
completely new Paint Kit. Included
textures are; America West Airlines, National Airlines, Four Seasons (TAG Aviation), EasyJet Airline. A completely new paint kit
was created in the highest resolution. New completely painted textures of the fuselage, engines,
wings and other external parts of
the aircraft. Textures of the fuselage, wings and engines are now at
a resolution of 4096 px. This is 2
times more compared to the original textures. Also, the textures of
the stabilizer, chassis and many
other details were completely repainted. In the new paint kit, realistic rivet textures and seams were
also added, plus effects of scuffs
and dirt. Rolls Royce engines are
also painted. Therefore, after updating the model, you can use the
texture with these engines in high
resolution.

Karipur International Airport
From Stinn Creations
www.simmarket.com

Karipur airport is located in the city
of Karipur in Calicut, Kerala-India.
It serves the district of Kozhikode and Malappuram. It is one of
the airport’s that have a tabletop
runway. Features: Table top runway. Photoreal Terrain for the vicinity with custom autogen. All custom buildings - terminal, ATCTower. SODE jetways. Custom
ground polygon for taxiway, apron
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Designed in parallel with the recently-released
CityScene
Gold
Coast, YBCG is a highly detailed
and incredibly complete reproduction of the airport and surroundings
area, completing the most accurate
and detailed airport-city combo
currently in our catalogue. Gold
Coast
International
Airport
(formerly known as Coolangatta
Airport) has been designed carefully and reflects the real-world
layout of the airport. The runway
itself straddles the state border of
Queensland and New South Wales,
and during the summer months
these states are in two different
time zones! The new apron at the
southern end of the airfield was
been opened just a few days before
the Commonwealth Games and
now is fully operative, the same for
the new taxiway Charlie. Despite
an acute lack of source material
and references, this scenery has
included both components with the
help of local staff and pilots. As an
added bonus feature, Gold Coast
Intl also includes a highly detailed
depiction of nearby YSPT Southport
Airport, with its unique and characteristic sloped taxiways and elevated parking spots. Key Features:
Highly detailed, accurate representation of YBCG with new apron and
taxiway. Beautiful ground textures
in 15cm/px. Bonus Southport Airport YSPT, with unique sloped taxiway and elevated parking lots. 7cm
ultra-HD at YSPT. Super level of
realism in both airports and surroundings. Compatible with Orbx
Australia and/or Orbx Cityscene
Gold Coast. Includes Dynamic
lights
and
extremely
realistic
specular effects over ground textures. Fully optimized by using latest techniques. For FSX and Prepar3D v1-4. By Matteo Veneziani.

Grand Amazonia Pack 1
From HSimulators
www.simmarket.com

The Grand Amazonia Pack 1 scenario comprises a vast region of
the extreme north of Brazil, on the
border with Venezuela, a region of
the Rio Uraricoera basins. The region is full of very isolated indigenous villages and gold mines,
where the only access is by airplane or sometimes by river. A region of great conflict where the
Brazilian Air Force is very active,
both in patrolling and in assisting
the people. In this first part you
have 10 airports and aerodromes.
We suggest a challenge. Fly from
Boa Vista to Auaris and find the
tracks in the middle of the Amazon
jungle. Be careful not to get lost.
This software includes: Boa Vista
International Airport and Boa Vista
Air Base (SBBV). Hlaikato-u (SJLE).
Tucuxim – (SDYT). Palimi-U –
(SJMH). Parafury – (SJMI). Uraricoera – (SJNC). Aratha-U – (SJYJ).
Uaicas – (SWAE). Erico – (SWAQ).
Auaris – (SWBV).

Bellingham International KBLI
From Riddlez Interactive
www.simmarket.com

Originally built in 1936, Bellingham
International Airport (KBLI/BLI) is
three miles northwest of Bellingham, in Whatcom County, Washington. Being just across the border from Canada and 78 miles
north of Seattle, Bellingham International Airport is popular with low
cost air carriers such as Allegiant
Air and Alaska Airlines. The largest
passenger destination from Bellingham is to Las Vegas’ McCarran International, Nevada. mFeatures:
Very realistic rendition of Bellingham International Airport (KBLI).
Custom vegetation models unique
to this part of the Pacific North-

west. Fully modelled terminal interior. Featuring check-in areas,
boarding lounge, security screening
rooms and much more. Very detailed ground polygons using high
resolution textures. Nearby car
parks and roads are fully detailed
using
detailed
ground
polygons0.4m resolution aerial image
base. Complex 3D models with
high resolution textures. Realistic
specular and reflections built into
the ground polygons (Prepar3D V3
and above only). Aerial imagery
has seasonal variations depicting
summer, autumn, winter, hard
winter and spring. FSX, FSX-SE,
Prepar3D v2/v3/v4 versions included. Model textures have been
“baked” to give realistic shadowing.
Compatible with ORBX scenery
coverages.

Tocumen International MPTO
Panama City

Atmosphere Ultra Real Pack
From RealisticSceneryDesign
www.simmarket.com

With this addition, the atmosphere
in Prepar3D v4 will be as close to
real life. In "AURP" there are highquality and very beautiful textures
of the sky, and excellent shaders
which give the atmosphere of the
simulator maximum realism. The
package includes Ultra realistic sky
set and Ultra realistic shaders.

LJ24B Generation 2
From Lionheart Creations
www.simmarket.com

From FSimStudios
www.simmarket.com

Tocumen
International
Airport
(Spanish: Aeropuerto Internacional
de Tocumen) (IATA: PTY, ICAO:
MPTO) is the international airport
of Panama City, the capital of Panama. The airport serves as the
homebase for Copa Airlines and is
a regional hub to and from The
Caribbean, South, North and Central America and additionally features routes to some European cities. Features: High detailed representation of Tocumen International
Airport MPTO. Detailed terminal
building, including interiors and the
new South terminal (Under Construction). High Resolution textures
(2048x2048). Realistic Cargo Area.
Copa Airlines Maintenance area,
including new Hangar (Under Construction). FBO and buildings modelled and texturized with great attention to detail. Baked Shadows.
Static Planes. SODE Animated Jetways. Highly optimized for great
performance. Apron vehicles. Volumetric grass (Low Poly). Night
Lighting. Realistic Ground Poly of
the airport. FSX and P3D v3/P3D
v4 versions included.
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This aircraft package is designed
for FSX and Prepar3D Flight Simulators. (This will not work in XPlane). This is an exotic addon
package with much software coding
and extreme (radical resolution)
graphics. The intensity of resources
needed might be too high on older,
slower computers. Please make
sure you can run a high end addon
aircraft on your computer 'before'
you purchase this plane. The Lionheart Creations LJ24B is packed full
of neat features. From its rare fuel
system with transfer controls, to its
riveted airframe skins, to its elaborate instrument panel crammed full
with instrumentation and switches,
to its nice, leather clad rear cabin
complete with either passengers or
air freight. Some of the features of
the LHC LJ24B: Ultra high resolution 4096 Graphics on exterior and
some interior textures. Super detailed instrument panel with almost
all gauges operational. New code
technology feature hold down
starter switches that flip upwards
after startup for 'generator' charge
mode. High detail interior features
3DS Max shading technology for
subtle shading and highlights. Illuminated instrumentation and night
glow panel from hood lights. Rear
and forward cabin dome lights are
on separate circuits, and the panel

is also on its own light circuit
switch as well. Hide-able high detail passengers in rear cabin. Air
Freight version LJ24B with cargo
that can be hidden. 9 Paint
schemes with various interior
themes including a run hard
Freighter, an original White with
Red stripes factory variant with
1970's interior including shag carpet, and beautifully restored, updated, high end variants with modern interior treatments such as
suede. Engines illuminate with a
nice glow in the back exhaust
stacks and vary in brightness per
engine load. Autopilot System that
featured on/off ALT, HDG, NAV/
LOC and APP settings (early age of
Autopilot systems). Hide-able yoke
to allow you to see instruments
and switches that would otherwise
be hidden. Airfiles created by
famed Wayne Tudor. Engines
cough a flame and puff of smoke
on start up. Spoilers cause a plume
of vapour trail when extended at
good speed. Numerous alarm
sounds for 'gear up', 'engine fire',
'overspeed',
and
many
more
'events'.

Reno - Tahoe International
From PacSim
www.islandsim.com

Reno–Tahoe International Airport
(IATA: RNO, ICAO: KRNO, FAA
LID: RNO) is a public and military
use airport located three nautical
miles (6 km) southeast of downtown Reno, in Washoe County, Nevada. It is the State's second busiest commercial airport after McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas. The Nevada Air National Guard
has the 152nd Airlift Wing southwest of the airport's main terminal.
It is named after Jesse L. Reno and
Lake Tahoe. Product Features: FSX
native SDK product. Accurate terminal building, concourses, hangars, towers, and airport layout.
Accurate RW replica of downtown
buildings/skyscrapers and casinos
built from scratch. SODE animated
jetway system for all gates. Custom runway and apron/tarmac textures. High resolution (7cm-30cm
pixel) photoreal seasonal ground
textures. KRNO Scenery Configura-

tor to change Winter ground and
vegetation
textures.
Colourcorrected ground textures to reflect
real-world topography colours. Accurate hand-placed autogen that
conforms with city, town, district,
and farm grids. Custom street
lights on lamp post with zero impact on FPS. Almost all streets
have street lights. Roof-top Helipads at Renown and St Mary's Regional Medical Centres. Rotating
radar and beacon assets. AI ground
vehicle conforms with real-world
Reno road grids. Fully optimized for
smooth simulation experience. All
autogen can be set at 100% with
very little impact on FPS.....and
more.

C207 Skywagon X-Plane 11
From Alabeo
www.simmarket.com

The C207 for X-Plane 11 features
the following: Custom sounds
(FMOD). Full Xplane 11 compatible.
RealityXP
GTN750
compatible.
GoodWay Compatible. Superb material shines and reflections (full
PBR). High quality 3D model and
textures. Blank texture for creating
your own designs. Accurately reproduced flight characteristics. 64bit. End-user configurability (via
Manifest.json file). FPS-optimized
model. Also included are 5 HD liveries. 1 Blank texture. Normal Procedures PDF. Emergency Procedures PDF. Performance Tables
PDF. Quick Reference PDF. Recommended Settings PDF.

Helgoland XP X-Plane 11
From LimeSim
www.aerosoft.com

Helgoland XP is a scenery for
XPlane 11 that recreates Germany’s only island in the open sea
with a high level of detail and with
many thrilling new options. In the
wake of “green energy” Helgoland
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is currently becoming an important
maintenance hub for nearby offshore wind farms. The existing
military SAR base has been extended by an offshore maintenance
helipad with its own hangar. From
here you can fly your chopper to
transformer stations out in the sea.
All of them have their own helipad
and make for a thrilling experience
when approaching when waves are
high. For the wealthier visitors several airlines started to fly regular
routes to Helgoland. Airlines serving the airport all use BN2Islanders, the only multiple passenger aircraft that is allowed to
land on the extremely short runways. Features: Up-to-date, detailed aerial images. 1 meter mesh
resolution so you see the smallest
dunes near the airport. HelgolandDüne airfield with extremely short
runways. Current airport buildings
with restaurant terrace and transparent tower windows. SAR helicopter of the German Navy. German Navy frigate (landable). Custom vegetation. Very good performance. Animated ship and ferry
traffic. Many 3D people. Animated
ground traffic and more animations. Offshore Southern harbour of
energy group (landable). 4 Offshore wind farms with 4 platforms
with their own helipads (landable).

Cessna 421C Golden-Eagle III
HQ Soundset
From Arezone Soundstudios
www.simmarket.com
This is the high-quality Soundset
for the Cessna 421c Golden-Eagle
III with Teledyne Continental
GSIO-520N recommended for the
beautiful Alabeo Cessna 421c
Golden-Eagle III or similar models.
The sound was recorded from a
genuine airplane and processed
digitally for the real-feel environment. Authentic and Digital Recorded of Continental GSI0-520N.
Custom Sounds for every knob,
cards plastic no-smoke-sign, seatbelts and many more. Full Propfeathering sound inside & outside.
Original Flaps sound with wind effects. Original Alternators. Authentic Startup procedures. Authentic
shutdown effects. Authentic Ground
roll with structure shake airspeed
controlled. Propeller management
in all conditions of flight Touchdown for every wheel. Original
Open/Close Door sound with lock.
Engine cooling down sounds inside
& outside. Gear Up & Down with
wind stream gear doors and locked
For FSX & Prepar3D V2 V3 V4.

A selection of freeware special airline liveries

FS2004/FSX Icelandair Boeing 767-300ER. Model
included from SkySpirit2010, painting of Aurora Icelanda, painted by FS Repaints.
www.flightsim.com ssp763erv5_awl_icelandair.zip

FS2004/FSX Air Asia Philippines Airbus A320 IAE
"Manny Pacquiao", registration RP-C8988. Model by
Project Airbus. Repaint by Britney Ren PFSG.
www.flightsim.com
airasiaphilippinesrp-c8988.zip

FSX Alaska Airlines Boeing 737 MAX8 in "Salmon"
livery. A repaint of the TDS B737-MAX8 model.
Model by Hiroshi Igami. FDE by Nick Wilkinson and
David Biggar. Master textures by Kyle Schurb, Stian
Svensen and Carlos Eduardo Salas. Alaska repaint
by Gus Rodriguez. www.flightsim.com
tds737_max8_aksalmon.zip

FSX Qantas "Yam Dreaming" Boeing 787-9 VH-ZND.
Repaint for the QualityWings B787-9. This paint depicts Qantas' 4th 787-9 painted in a special Indigenous art livery titles "Emily Kame Kngwarreye" but
affectionately referred to as "Yam Dreamning". By
Mathew Tank. www.flightsim.com
qw789_qantas_vh-znd_yam_dreaming.zip

FS2004/FSX SunExpress Germany Boeing 737-8Z9.
This is a repaint of the TDS (Tenkuu Developers Studio) B737-800 model, in SunExpress Germany
"Eintracht Frankfurt" livery, registration D-ASXB.
Texture only. The textures are saved in 32 bit format
for quality graphics. Model developed by Tenkuu Developers Studio, features high resolution textures,
dynamic flexing wings, nose gear steering, rudder
lock, ground spoilers, low speed aileron locks at high
speed, fully animated control surfaces, fully independent suspension, trim animation, opening passenger doors, rolling wheels, animated thrust reverse with reverser block doors, detailed textures,
full night lighting, ground service vehicles and more.
Model design by Hiroshi Igami. Flight dynamics design by Nick Wilkinson, with assistance from David
Biggar. Master textures and paint kit by Kyle Schurb.
By Stefan Bree.
www.flightsim.com
boeing_737-8z9_sunexpress_d-asxb.zip

FS2004/FSX TUIfly "RIU Hotels & Resorts" livery
Boeing 737-8K5. This is a repaint of the TDS
(Tenkuu Developers Studio) registration D-ATUZ.
Texture only. The textures are saved in 32 bit format
for quality graphics. Model developed by Tenkuu Developers Studio, features dynamic flexing wings,
nose gear steering, rudder lock, ground spoilers, low
speed aileron locks at high speed, fully animated
control surfaces, fully independent suspension, trim
animation, opening passenger doors, rolling wheels,
animated thrust reverse with reverser block doors,
detailed textures, full night lighting, ground service
vehicles and more. Model by Hiroshi Igami. Flight
dynamics by Nick Wilkinson, with assistance from
David Biggar. Master textures and paint kit by Kyle
Schurb. By Stefan Bree.
www.flightsim.com
boeing_737-8k5_tuifly_d-atuz_riuhotels.zip
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From Redbird
https://simulators.redbirdflight.com
With the YK1 aircraft yoke, your home simulator can have the same quality and durability you know and love
from Redbird’s professional grade simulators. The YK1 yoke will greatly enhance the realism of your simulator
flying. This traditional GA style yoke was designed to look, feel, and perform as close as possible to the “real
thing”. USB connectivity ensures that the YK1 is compatible with most flight simulation software devices running
Microsoft Flight Simulator, Lockheed Martin Prepar3d, and X-Plane.
Features:
Virtually indestructible metal construction – never worry about broken parts.
Accurate feel - full control deflection without increasing spring tension.
Set the perfect height – controls can be attached above or below a table.
Easy setup – plug and play compatibility with Microsoft Flight Sim X, X-Plane, and Prepar3d.
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Meigs Field

On March 30th 2003, Chicago’s
Mayor Daly ordered construction
crews to destroy the runway at
Meigs, by gouging up large sections
of it and effectively closing down
the airport. This was done under
cover of darkness and stranded 16
private aircraft. Why? A year and
half after the September 11 attack
in New York he claimed it was to
prevent a similar incident against
the city of Chicago. How this was
allowed to happen to one of the
busiest single strip airports in the
US is beyond me. The remaining
stranded planes had to depart via
the taxiway. Today Northerly Island
is an unfinished park. The island
was originally constructed in the
1920’s and first opened as an airport in 1948 and was named after
the publisher of the Chicago Herald
and Examiner newspaper, an aviation enthusiast.
Key Features: 12,000km2 of
photoreal imagery. Ultra detailed
rendition of KCGX Meigs Field circa
late 90's and early 2000's. Extraordinarily detailed interior model of

the terminal. Many highly detailed
Chicago landmarks, including Soldier Field, Cloudgate, Adler Planetarium, Navy Pier and The Shedd.
Custom CBD for Chicago skyline
including Sears Tower, Aeon Center, Trump Tower, Hancock Center.
Thousands of autogen buildings
accurately placed. Advanced rendering, ambient occlusion and
night-lighting. Airport imagery at
30cm per pixel. Beautifully modelled static aircraft. Animated people and Ferris wheel. Unbelievable
performance, very high FPS. Incredible VR experience. A collaboration between Orbx and IPACS.
Discounted in the May 2018 sale
from ORBX at roughly €11 or
US$13 but first published in June
2017, Orbx recreation of Meigs for
AeroflyFS2 and FSX/P3D (all versions) and XP11, is a masterful
piece of scenery design. This review looks at the Aerofly version
purely from the view of how it
would look on this platform. Many
a simmer did their first circuits at
Meigs as it was the default in Microsoft’s simulator for years. Bruce
Artwick, the father of flightsim in
my opinion, is a graduate of the
University of Illinois, so would have
been familiar with Meigs. The Orbx
version is drawn from the last
years of the airport from the late
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90’s onwards and it certainly will
invoke a lot of memories for some
who spent endless hours flying
from here. This scenery is not
meant for the purists as the airport
no longer exists nor was it featured
in FSX. Its pure fantasy, an historical recreation but for those of us
who started with Meigs as our default it will certainly bring a lot of
enjoyment. The atmosphere and
lighting are beautiful and the detail
of the buildings is stunning. Parked
aircraft, people observing, the Ferris wheel turning are but a few of
the details on hand.
AFS2 is still an ongoing project and
that things like traffic on the roads,
water, and other features are not
there yet but it does not take away
from the VFR daylight experience.
Nightime lighting is still to be done
properly in AFS2. The fluidity of
Aerofly makes this scenery a little
gem and if you want a piece of fun
flying to while away a wet weekend
it’s just stunning. I’ll let the pictures do the talking for this review.
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Fly the Maddog X

The McDonnell Douglas MD80 series of aircraft has its origins in the
McDonnell Douglas DC9 series,
which first flew in 1965. You could
say that the MD80 is a DC9 Next
Generation aircraft. A lot of updating occurred in designing the
MD80; longer fuselage, larger
wings, more powerful engines,
higher passenger capacities, higher
take-off weights, longer range, better fuel efficiency, better avionics.
Whereas the DC9 passenger capacities ranged from 80 to 135, the
MD80 series is quoted as 130 to
172, depending on model and layout. If one sees this aircraft at an
airport, one would be forgiven for
identifying it as a DC9, because in
fact their certification and name
plate quoted them as "McDonnell
Douglas DC9-80" etc. Some later
examples were quoted as
"McDonnell Douglas DC9-80
(MD80)" and the like. Of course,
visually, they have the T-tail and
engines at the rear fuselage, which
remained up until the MD90, MD95
and Boeing 717! From 1980, almost twelve hundred MD80 series
airframes were built, up to 1999
when production ceased. If one
includes the DC9 to the B717, between 1965 and 2006 more than
two thousand four hundred airframes were built. If we're keeping
score, then that's Third Place behind the A320 at 8,000 airframes
and the B737 at 10,000 airframes!
There are many stories about the
MD80 series. It's nickname, among

one of many names, "MadDog".
Why, is anybody’s' guess M D =
Mad Dog? The aircraft can "climb
like a Mad Dog"? I think it's a pilot’s thing to nickname their aircraft. MD80 - "Maintenance Delay
80 minutes"? If you dabble in aircraft nicknames, a lot of nicknames
were fired at most popular airliners
of all eras. "Hard to fly" - was it
Delta who said to new pilots to fly
the MD80s to gain faster promotion
(were they found it difficult to get
pilots to volunteer to fly that particular aircraft because of the availability of more modern aircraft in
their fleet?) Was it really that hard
to fly? "It was a dog to fly"? Yet for
it's era it was quite economic to
operate, and got more so as the
s e r i e s
a d v a n c e d
MD80/81/82/83/86/87/88. And
there were many pilots who spent
most of their airline career flying
one.
The Leonardo Software Maddog X
is based on the MD82, with a
MTOW of 149500 lbs, the JT8D217A engines, a pax capacity of
148 and has been available since
Feb 20, 2018. The version depicted
is not the "steam gauge" variety
cockpit. This has, PFD and EFIS,
plus digital engines panel, digital
fuel display, independent CDUs as
the FMS front end, push button
selection of computed thrust ratings, but standard dial and pointer
for altitude, clock and airspeed.
The backup gauges are old school.
You could say that it's a Next Gen23

eration addon for the buyer, because Leonardo have been here
before with an MD82 as far back as
2002. During the early days of FSX
it was hailed as the best aircraft
systems simulated for an addon at
the time! It held it's own for many
years and was updated a few
times. There are many liveries
painted for it over the years. I
searched for "Maddog" in the Avsim
library and got 170 hits, the earliest being 2002. I bought it in 2009,
but never really got into it. With
the arrival of the FSX version of the
PMDG B737 I left the Maddog behind. But it still got plaudits for its
systems simulation. What let down
the original FSX Maddog (for me,
anyway) was the presentation of
the Virtual Cockpit. PMDG outshone
it by a mile. I'm afraid I'm one of
those shallow people who are impressed by looks - so I jumped ship
and enjoyed flying the PMDG B737
without hardly a look back at the
Maddog.
But look at them NOW! In the case
of the Maddog X, Leonardo seems
to have upgraded EVERYTHING! A
new model, fabulous 3D Virtual
cockpit, 4k texture sets, new sound
sets etc. Their website, http://
www.flythemaddogx.com/ has all
the details. Points to note: 1) It
uses Navigraph to update the
NavData directly. On previous versions I remember COPYING the
data from the PMDG Navdata folders. I had to write the procedure
down in case I forgot how. Now it's

all handled by the Navigraph
NavData Manager. Press one button to update and one button to
backup, DONE! 2) Mark Foti's Simserver latest version can accommodate the Maddog X CDUs on your
iPad. Of course, that's $10 for another license. The documentation
has been enhanced also. For instance "Procedure Guide" has gone
from 7 pages in the previous version I had, to SIXTY PAGES in this
version. The installed "Docs" folder
contains about 20Mb of PDFs.
There's plenty more available on
the internet. I acquired "AA MD8283 Checklist for FlyTheMaddogX.PDF" on the net, which is
80Mb - basically it's a 239 page
manual from American Airlines DC9
photocopied and converted to PDF.
An official support forum is available on their own website
www.flythemaddog.com/forum/
index.php? There’s an unofficial
one on AVSIM www.avsim.com/
forums/forum/831-fly-themaddogx-unofficial-supportforum/, and a pilots Facebook
group www.facebook.com/groups/
FlythemaddogXpilots/. The version

I have is v1.2. Leonardo has
changed the updates procedure
from the basic uninstall old/install
new, to a version that is capable of
incremental updating. The "Load
Manager" shows which version is
installed in its Title Bar.
The Maddog X install executable is
around 340Mb and expands to
about 2.2Gb on your hard drive.
That’s about 1Gb for the aircraft
plus 7 liveries and 1.2 Gb for
"other files", the docs, Load Manager, navdata, DFDR, crew etc.
The first thing to do is run the
"Load Manager" and go to the
setup/registration tab to register
your software. After that we can go
fly! Well...... I might as well start
where I usually start - with origin
and destination selections. With the
MD series being an 1980s aircraft,
we'd want to know who flew them
in that era. The included liveries
would give you a clue. The 3 major
airlines would be Delta, American
Airlines and Alitalia. Find some of
their hubs and destinations and
select a route. Next I'd fire up PFPX
and set it up, also TopCat for re-
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duced thrust takeoffs. With that
data available, I'd input the route
to the Load Manager/fuel route
planner tab and match the data
from PFPX. Clicking on the SAVE
button in this tab saves the route
for use with the FMS Company
route selection or loading back into
the fuel route planning tab of the
Load Manager utility later. Although, the default route naming
convention uses the IATA 3 character airport references rather than
the ICAO 4 character version.
We've to learn a new slew of TLAs!
GCLP-LEBB
becomes
LPABIO1.MDR. Back to the Load Manager/load manager tab and input
the rest of the data - checking the
graph display for compliance with
limits. Once I'm happy I'd note the
take-off CG (Centre of Gravity)
number displayed on the page and
then click on the "save and exit"
button, shutting down the Load
Manager software. What's saved is
the aircraft setup and balance data
to FSX (or P3Dv3/v4+).
On to the aircraft. I'd start with the
ready to fly option - fuel, pax and

cargo would be boarded already
and the route easily selectable as
company route in the FMS. The
FMS is much like the Boeing variety, so, it’s easy to add in all the
other pre-flight data required. SIDs
and STARs would also need to be
input. For "Longtitudinal Trim"
there is a mechanical calculator
available to the left behind the
Throttle quadrant. Quite ingenious!
Roll the CG indication wheel to the
number noted earlier, then the
flaps indicator wheel to the value to
be used for takeoff (usually flaps
15). This moves a pointer in a slot
beside the long trim slot. All we
have to do then is move the trim
pointer in its slot until it matches
the position of calculator pointer
and we're good to go.
Well....there's obviously lots of
other stuff to do - set flaps 15, set
target altitude, runway heading you know the drill! With reduced
thrust take-offs the Automatic Reserve Thrust ("ART") must be
switched off. For me the take-off
drill would be - increase thrust to
1.4EPR, stabilise, Authrottle ON,
Autothrottle CLAMP annunciated,
increase throttle to the markers,
the nose begins to lift just before
VR, VR, Rotate in the usual manner
to 8°, VS indicating, rotate to 15 18°, wheels up, Autopilot ON, NAV
ON, VNAV ON and away we go.
There's a bit more button pressing
than the Boeing, but it gets the job
done. Changing from Take-off
Mode, to Climb Mode, to Cruise
Mode requires pressing the appropriate button manually on the
Thrust Rating Computer. During

one of my early climb outs I received the aural warnings "SLATS
OVERSPEED". Rookie mistake!
Humph! As I was increasing speed
I'd tap F6 to retract flaps. Going
from Flaps 11 to Flaps 0 I'd tap F6
TWICE to retract slats as well. But
the system won’t accept the second
command at all as it must see
Flaps 0 first before it can accept a
command to retract SLATS! Don't
get caught or you'll get an earful.
Fuel usage seems to match PFPX
pretty closely. I'll therefore assume
that both PFPX and Maddog X are
close to the real world counterpart
in this respect. Mind you, I have
only done short hops as indicated
elsewhere. I haven't tested it for
maximum endurance etc.
There are quite a few quirks with
this aircraft. But it's well controlled
by the FMS. In turbulence it gets
bounced around a bit. Wing flex is
visible, as is vapour from around
the wing roots, depending on the
circumstances at the time. Eco
speed seems to be M0.75, initial
cruise altitude is dependent on
weight of course. Short trips
~1.5hrs would see me cruising at
around FL340/M0.75. VNAV controls climbs and descents quite well
but some of the descent profiles
had me near the airport at what I

thought was a bit on the high side.
On the other hand, according to
the instrument indications the aircraft was right on profile! Still, I
wasn't happy, so I did what pilots
do - fly the plane! I disconnected,
wound down the engines to IDLE
and landed safely. YES!
Frame Rates look Ok and I didn't
note any change from my externally locked 30FPS whilst sitting a
Cork Airport. The change in VAS
from Cessna to Maddog X is about
500Mb more, 1.8Gb to 2.3Gb at
EICK. Liveries, which look very
good, come in at around 100Mb.
Though, some members on the
Maddog X Facebook Pilots Group
think they're wrong in some of the
details and are working away on
the livery to correct this. Help is
being provided with pictures by
people who worked on or flew the
real world MD80s. I think the liveries are 4k. The VC can be either 2k
or 4k. I picked 2k as I have
"TEXTURE_MAX_LOAD=2048" in
my FSX.CFG. At this point there
are free liveries available via the
Facebook Group
and Avsim at
least. I note some payware livery
packs available on Simmarket.
All in all, this is a big step forward
for Leonardo on the visual representation side of things. Their systems simulation is better than ever
AND, they are still working on enhancing and adding to it in this version. Simmarket has Maddog X
32bit for FSX & P3D at €70 inclusive of 23% VAT, and Maddog X
64bit for P3D4 at €86 inclusive of
23% VAT.
Philip M. Wafer
Platform: FSX/FSX:SE/P3Dv3/v4
Cost: 32bit €70 & 64bit €86
Developer: Leonardo Software
www.simmarket.com
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Bari X

I am off on my travels again in
September this year and back to
Italy, which I very much enjoy.
This time we are heading to the
south east to an area known as
Puglia. The area is close to the heal
of Italy. We have booked flights to
Bari and will hire a car to do some
exploring. Having never been to
this part of Italy before I decided to
look at what was on offer scenery
wise to fly into prior to the trip. I
found Bari X from Aerosoft which
was available by way of download
at the reasonable price of €18.55.
Bari is one of four airports in the
region, the other one that I was
familiar with was Brindisi. Bari airport is about 11km northwest of
the city. The airport, known as Bari
Karol Wojtyla airport after Pope
John Paul II, has one terminal and
one runway. The airport handled
4.7m passengers in 2017. Bari was
originally a military airfield built in
the 1930’s by the then Italian
Royal Air Force. During the Second

World War it was seized by the
British eight army and turned into
an allied airfield. Until the end of
the war in 1945 it was used by
both the Royal Air Force and the
US Air Force. After the war it was
turned over to the post war Air
Force of the Italian Republic. In the
1960s it was opened to civil flights.
When ATI put into operation the
new DC 9 it became necessary to
build a new runway. The military
complex was still used as a passenger terminal. In 1981 a new building was completed, originally intended to be used as a cargo terminal, but it became the airport's
new passenger terminal.
In 1990, to coincide with the hosting of the world cup, the runway
was extended and the terminal was
upgraded, going through a further
renovation in 2000. However, with
traffic increasing it was necessary
to build a new terminal in 2002. At
the same time, flight infrastructures (aircraft parking areas, run-

way etc.) were upgraded. In 2005,
the new terminal was completed
and opened to passengers. In
2005, construction works for a new
control tower began and were completed the following year. In 2006 a
further extension of the runway
began, and in 2007 the planning of
an extension of the passenger terminals was commissioned. They
were upgraded in 2007–2008 with
the opening of a new passenger
terminal equipped with 4 jet
bridges and a multi-storey car
park.
This scenery was developed by
Aerosoft GmbH and is distributed
through their website. It comes in
a download version costing €18.55
including 23% VAT. It is highly detailed recreation for FSX, FSX
Steam and P3D. Seasonal photo
textures with a 0.5m/PX resolution,
highly detailed and authentic airport buildings as well as accurate
approach lighting. It is fully compatible with various AI traffic packages. The scenery also comes with
the AESLite configuration utility so
you have the option of enabling or
disabling animated road traffic. AES
is only available with FSX.
The file size is 594 Mb when fully in
stalled. It installs automatically to
your Aerosoft folder if you have
previous packages installed. If not,
it creates the folder in the main
FSX folder. The folder contains the
normal scenery and texture folders.
There is also a twenty page manual
in German and English explaining
the various systems and tweaks to
get the best out of the package
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depending on your system. In addition there is a full set of charts in
PDF format containing about sixteen pages of charts which are
dated April 2012. On checking my
own Navigraph charts, the current
ones are dated December 2015.
This scenery was released some
time ago so there are small differences in my charts and the charts
supplied in the package, however
there are a number of sites supplying up to date charts if required.
This is certainly not a show stopper
for me.
As is my usual task before firing up
the scenery I visit the airport on
Google earth to get an idea of the
set up and key landmarks in and
around the airport. Having fired up
FSX I parked at stand 310 which is

one of the stands with a jetway.
The overall layout of the airport is
very simple, one main terminal and
one main runway. The runway is
07/25 and is 8500ft long. The main
terminal has four jetways and numerous remote stands. My first
impressions of the scenery are very
positive. Good detail with lots to
discover and lots of details which
took a few times looking at the
scenery to find. The airport might
be small, however the developers
have made this a very interesting
and worthwhile package by their
attention to detail, especially in the
terminal building and all other
buildings on the apron. The apron
itself is alive with vehicular activity
of all sorts, from baggage trucks to
tankers and buses. There are lots
of static objects in all areas to add
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to the visual enjoyment. On a quick
comparison of my charts and the
airport itself, all stands are where
they should be, all taxiway lighting
and signage is correct and accurate.
The main ramp and terminal is to
the south of the runway. Also included are the various small towns
in the area of the airport and a
very accurate rendition of the
nearby coastline. The main terminal where I am parked is reproduced in great detail and this is
more evident as you move around
and examine it from different angles. The main feature is the detail
on the roof. Normally the roof area
is used for the functional machinery such as the air-conditioning
units and a multi story car park.

However in Bari the roof has a very
detailed skylight arrangement
which is very impressive. Moving to
my right from stand 310 brings me
to the fuel dump area and then the
fire station. Again no details have
been spared. The fuel dump area
has an amazing looking platform
with crossed support beams, individual metal stair treads with rust
stains. For such a simple structure
it stands out. Likewise the fire station has individual bays showing
the tenders ready to go for any
emergency. Moving to the eastern
side of the terminal you very
quickly come across the very impressive control tower. Again the
detail here is superb, from the
structure itself to the detailed railings and air conditioning units.
Even the open door adds to the
realism.
Further east there are a number of
hangers both for storage and maintenance. On close examination on
the ones with open doors there are

various items on display. Next in
line is the local aero club complete
with a club house and hanger and
two of the club Cessna’s awaiting
their next journey. The airfield itself is dotted with various buildings
and structures all painted up to add
to the atmosphere.
Airside at night the airport is well
up with the high standards of lighting that we have become accustomed to over the last number of
years. The apron is well illuminated, as are all the taxiways and
signage. The runway approach
lights are well set up. The attention
to detail with the building at night
time is as good as that in daytime.
The undersides of the ramps to the
terminals are lit up as are the car
parks and general areas both airside and landside. The detail used
on the roof is exceptional when lit
up at night.
Moving landside the details continue, from the car parks with 3D

cars to the various tour buses coming and going. The structural detail
of the buildings on this side is also
of top quality.
In conclusion, this package is a fine
reproduction of the airport in Bari
and indeed comes at one of the top
small airports I have reviewed recently. The attention to detail of
the buildings is outstanding. The
main terminal roof and its detailed
reproduction is one of the main
things that caught my eye. This is
a highly accurate reproduction presented in high resolution textures
and yet very little hit on the all important frame rates. There is lots of
activity around the airport, on the
apron and the surrounding roads to
bring the airport to life and give it a
more realistic feeling. In recent
years the standard has improved
giving good value for our hard
earned Euros. Most packages now
have a very comprehensive production of the entire charts for the
airport and in most cases the very
latest available. As mentioned earlier I intend travelling to this area
later this year so I was delighted to
come across a well designed and
detailed package. All in all, this
would be an excellent addition to
your scenery collection.
Brian Church
Platform: FSX/FSX:SE/P3D
Download
Cost: €18.55
Developer: Aerosoft
Publisher: Aerosoft
www.aerosoft.com
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FlyTampa Boston Rebooted V4
Boston Logan International (KBOS)
has for many years been well represented in various versions of
Flight Simulator by FlyTampa, from
FS9 through FSX. After somewhat
of a hiatus, at last the latest version, FlyTampa Boston Rebooted
V4 has been released, and this exciting representation is designed
for use exclusively in Prepard3D
version 4 (P3D4). It adds to the
ever-growing list of very highly detailed, highly realistic, and highperformance airports now available
for our enjoyment in the cuttingedge virtual world of P3D4 flight. It
also brings the virtual KBOS right
up to date with the real world!

The scenery files consist of two
packages each approx 450Mb comprising the exe file and a data file.
Following input of the serial number, installation is straightforward,
fast and efficient with the Boston
folder being placed within a FlyTampa folder, itself within the main
P3D4 directory. Following installation, the total space consumed by
the Boston folder is 1.67Gb,
wherein are located all the main
scenery, texture and effects files as
well as the scenery manual. As
usual, the manual can also be accessed through the windows start
menu, as well as the FlyTampa
Configurator.

KBOS is one of the great international airports of the USA, serving
as it does one of the oldest and
most historic of US cities. It ranks
about 17th of US airports by total
passenger traffic volume which
runs in excess of 30 million passengers per year. As well as currently
being a hub for Delta and JetBlue,
there are a multitude of other airlines serving the airport including
the major North American carriers
and many international carriers
including, nearer home, Aer Lingus
and British Airways. With the favourable jet stream tailwind, the
eastbound flight from Boston to
Dublin can be achieved in less than
4.5 hours. The Boston area has an
attractive local climate with moderately hot summers and moderate
to cold winters, though the latter
deliver some low extremes in some
years, which add to the challenges
we might encounter when flying to
and from this airport.

The FlyTampa Configurator is a
highly useful tool which allows you
to change both Global Settings for
any FlyTampa scenery you might
have installed (i.e. season switch),
as well as scenery –specific settings. For Boston, there are a wide
range of scenery adjustments and
activations which you can make
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with this tool, including activation
of SODE or standard (ctrl-J) jet
ways, runway use (standard or
cross-wind), animated (airside and
landside) and static ground vehicles, static aircraft, ground weather
effects (pools of rainwater and/or
snow drift), visibility level of airport
lights, choice of ground lighting
options, volumetric grass, animated windsocks and animated
ramp personnel. Where performance issues arise, you can choose
to deactivate whatever you wish, or
if you are lucky enough to have a
high-specification hardware setup
then activate everything for the
best visual representation and enhancement of the scenery.
The 6-runway KBOS runway layout
might be described as rather complex and somewhat confusing, as it
does not conform to the often standard modern configuration of parallel runways associated with many
of the large and more recently built
international airports. This is partly

attributable to the fact that the basic runway layout for the airport
was established around 1950, incorporating as it did runway 4L
(now 4L/22R 7861ft.), runway 4R
(now 4R/22L 10,006 ft.), runway 9
(now 9/27 7001 ft.) and runway 33
(now 33L/15R 10,083ft.). Nowadays, there is also a short runway
14/32 5000ft. adjacent to Boston
harbour, and an even shorter runway 33R/15L 2557ft. None of these
latter two have approach aids except for runway 32 which has PAPIs. As well as the main KBOS runways, these two shorter and minor
runways are nevertheless also accurately represented in the scenery, even though take-offs from
runway 32 would have the presence of the several-story high
Hyatt hotel (well represented in the
scenery) located just beyond the
reciprocal end to be very wary of!
As a result of these runway arrangements, several major runway
intersections arise which pose additional risk and air traffic control
challenges. Indeed on June 9th
2005, a near runway collision occurred at the intersection of runway 15R and runway 9. This in-

volved an Aer Lingus A330 cleared
for takeoff from 15R and a US Air
B737-300 simultaneously cleared
for takeoff from runway 9; these
aircraft were on a collision course
but thankfully the US Airways crew
were able to hug the runway despite being at V1, whilst the Aer
Lingus flight passed 70ft. overhead
at the intersection. Not surprisingly
since then, control procedures at
KBOS have been changed.
To help us orientate ourselves, the
scenery authors have included a
link within the product manual
(page 2) to a very extensive (89page) and detailed compilation of
airport charts and SIDS/STARS
which will keep those of us that are
enthusiastic for such finer details of
navigation more than satisfied. The
product manual itself is a brief
document running to just 10 pages,
and is largely devoted to detailing
recommended settings, describing
the many runway frequencies and
characteristics, operating jet ways
(focusing only on Ctrl-J docking
and not mentioning the more recently added SODE functionality),
and outlining some useful questions and answers.
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The overall layout of KBOS comprises all the main terminals being
located to the West side of the
field, with the runway infrastructure generally occupying the
Southern, Eastern and Northeastern segments of the airport
footprint. The various waterways
and bays of Boston harbour surround almost the entire field, so
that all approaches and departures
pass over water to a greater or
lesser extent. Looking further afield
at the greater geography of the
area, downtown Boston (not upgraded with the scenery) lies
across the harbour to the West,
whilst an array of harbour infrastructure lies both to the West and
South. Although I have ORBX Open
LC North America in my scenery
library, before I installed FT KBOS
rebooted, the coastline looked
“OK”. However, following installation of Boston rebooted, it becomes
immediately clear that the coastline
and harbour areas in the vicinity of
the airport are given a considerable
and very pleasing upgrade in detail. The seashore has a much more
sinuous and finely textured appearance, giving a greater impression

vegetation, whilst the Hyatt Hotel
on the waterfront next to runway
14 has the best of views both of
the airfield to the East and North
and downtown Boston across the
bay to the West. This hotel has its
own jetty which presumably provides a wonderful means of commuting to the city over water
rather than highway.

of depth, whilst new details and
building infrastructure and additional static ships and boats are
added to adjacent harbours, marinas and jetties. The more you look
at the enhancements to the airport
perimeter itself (giving you a foretaste as to what to expect with the
airport proper) the more superb
detail you will see. For example, a
very highly detailed elevated 3D
approach lighting infrastructure to
runway 33L extends far out into
the bay (this is also done for the
runway 4R approach but the elevated lighting extends a shorter
distance), a fire training area with
fuselage hulk lies next to the shore
just to the right of runway 9, a
very detailed animated ground radar lies adjacent to the runway 32
threshold, and on the shoreline
between runways 22L and 22R
next to where a drain tunnel
emerges, there is a “No Trespassing, Keep Back 100ft.” warning notice to dissuade would be waterborne plane-spotters and others;
this is detail on the almost microscopic level.
Before delving into airside airport
details, the scenery already hugely
excels in landside detail. The complex elevated highways and approach roads and tunnels are represented in fine 3D detail and textures and these bear animated
road traffic if you choose to activate this feature in the configurator. There is an abundance of billboard advertisements (e.g. Samuel
Adams Boston Lager!) and very
clear road signage which includes
detail down to the level of which
airlines are served by which terminal, and which highway routes to
take upon leaving the airport to
access e.g. Interstate 90 or 93,
The Williams Tunnel, the Sumner
Tunnel etc. Just before the entrance to one of the highway tunnels (I’m not sure of its name) the

toll booths are represented together with signage for cash lanes
and “EZ Pass” lanes. Across the
highway from the Delta hangar on
the SW side of the field a small but
detailed floodlit American football
field (including animated Stars and
Stripes flags) with grandstand facing the airport is added. Next to
this there is a baseball field, also
floodlit.
There are many multi-storey car
parks serving KBOS and these,
along with several ground-level
open car parks, are all meticulously
represented in the scenery. Enclosed elevated walkways with
transparent windows (or in some
cases solid sides with banner advertisements) extend to the adjacent airport terminals. The topmost
floors of each include marked parking spaces, 3D cars, lighting pylons, arrays of solar panels on
some, and ramps with signage to
the lower enclosed floors. One or
two rooftops are also marked with
heliport landing points. Adjacent to
the International Terminal (E) is
located what looks like a large airconditioning service building on top
of which large air vents rotate at
different speeds. The large Hilton
Hotel, also adjacent, has nicely
landscaped gardens with autogen
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Moving airside, all terminals are
fully represented in up to date and
high-resolution detail. Terminal A
has 22 jet ways split between two
buildings which are totally separated by an intervening taxiway;
gates A1 to A12 are part of the
central terminal complex, whilst
A13-A22 are part of the separate
building on the Western fringe. As
with all the terminals as rendered
in the scenery, there are extensive
reflective glass facades which are
also transparent, and through
which lots of fine interior detail is
visible. Attention to building surface colour, shading and texture is
exhaustive, rooftops are highly detailed (including lots more solar
panels and air conditioning pipes
and fans), and the closer in you get
the more and more detail associated with or next to buildings becomes evident - utility fittings, detailed signs (e.g. “emergency fuel
cut-off point”, “fire dept connection”, “emergency phone”, “no
parking”, and yes “danger – moving propellers rip off heads”), bollards, cones, gate markings, yellow
recycling bins, ice containers, fire
extinguishers, and building entry
doors. As we might expect with a
FlyTampa product, all the fully animated jet ways are given minute
attention to detail (including internal), even down to the level of use
damage and rust/staining where
such damage has occurred to the
jet way sides.
The remainder of the equally de-

tailed central terminal complex is
made up of the more or less continuous Terminals B, C and E
(International). These include
many integral arms and piers,
greatly contributing to giving KBOS
its distinctive and unique layout.
Terminal B has 39 jet ways, terminal C has 24 jet ways, and terminal
E has 16 jet ways, all represented
and active in the scenery. Gates
E10, E11 and E12 have been modified to handle two-tier A380s and
this terminal development is also
accurately rendered in the scenery.
The same level of high detail as
described for terminal A is continued consistently throughout the
scenery for these terminals too,
and behind gates C41 and C42

looms the multi-storey landmark
KBOS tower; quite what a humansized teddy bear is doing in there
behind the topmost-level transparent windows- well who knows!
To the North and Northwest of the
International Terminal lie the remote parking areas, the modestly
sized airline hangars of American,
JetBlue (with open doors and visible interior details) and Delta, the
Signature executive jet terminal, a
fuel farm, and the North cargo area
and buildings (underneath the approach to runway 15R) - which
judging by the presence of a number of JCBs are still a work in progress in real-life. To the South of
the airport complex, just beyond
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Terminal A, lie the much more extensive South cargo area and associated buildings and infrastructure.
Here are located the logo-bearing
cargo warehouses of American,
Fedex, Delta, Southwest, United,
and
Continental
Cargo
(notwithstanding the fact that the
latter two are long- merged). Once
again, as throughout this scenery,
there is extravagant attention to
landside and airside detail. Multitudes of static containers, pallets,
dollies, loading platforms, and utility vehicles add to the great sense
of ultra realism which runs as a
theme right throughout the entire
scenery package. And to ensure
the safety of all the virtual passengers passing through FlyTampa

Boston Rebooted, the authors have
included the main and subsidiary
fire stations. The main fire station
is located adjacent to the South
cargo terminal and close to the
runway 4L threshold. Two large
yellow “Massport Fire-Rescue Boston Logan International Airport”marked fire tenders are parked
outside this distinct building which
proudly bears the signage “Fire
Rescue Headquarters – Your Safety
is our First PRIORITY”. The subsidiary fire station is also nicely represented (marked “Fire Rescue Station 2”) and is located at the waterfront and adjacent to the Runway 33L and 4R intersection.
Looking next at the ramp, taxiway
and runway surfaces, these are
represented throughout by ultrarealistic high-definition textures
and include subtle differences in
shading and colouring giving an
impression of concrete in varying
conditions of age and repair. Precise ground marking is, for example, augmented by weathering,
various stains, aeroplane and
ground vehicle tyre marks, worn
and cracked surfaces in many
places, and extensive runway
touchdown zone skid marks .If you
have activated weather effects
through the configurator, you will

see random pooling of surface water or in the winter snow drifts
(including tire and ploughing
marks) and in some places whole
piles of 3D accumulations of snow,
and even snow dust blowing across
cleared surfaces; just make sure to
have the pooling water effect
turned off when the show effect is
turned on, otherwise the mix of
snow and unfrozen water looks
somewhat incongruous. Activation
of dynamic ground vehicles results
in a nice variety of these negotiating their way smoothly and precisely along marked ground traffic
lanes and at very realistic speeds,
thus adding another layer of realism. Out on the taxiways and runways all the lighting and direction
signage you would expect is present in crisp and abundant detail.
The intervening acres of wellmown, and in some places wornout looking grass, can be augmented further by adding swards
of volumetric grass through the
ever-useful scenery configurator.
Turn the daylight off and immediately noticeable are all sorts of
wonderful night-lighting effects;
the many apron pylons emit very
realistic beams of light downwards
to the aprons below from several
lamps fitted to each and they also

bear red lamps at their topmost
points, many (not all) animated
ground vehicles show off their
headlight beams, car park rooftops
have their own spot lighting, building interiors are far more visible
than during daytime, and airline
company logos (cargo terminals
and hangars), advertising billboards and highway overhead signs
are all illuminated. Overall, night
effects are simply stunning.
In conclusion, FlyTampa have yet
again delivered an ultra realistic
and effectively flawless scenery
package for this attractive airport
in a very pleasant region of the US
Northeast. It’s a truly native Prepard3D scenery and as such I
found performance to be superb on
my system even with most sliders
towards the heavy end and with AI
traffic and real weather activated.
You could confidently say that after
so many years of flight simulator,
with scenery of this level of precision, detail, and performance operating within such a stable platform
as P3D4, we are getting very close
to what we only vaguely dreamed
of as being possible, long in the
past.
John Melville

Platform: P3Dv4
Download
Cost: €31.98
Developer: FlyTampa
Publisher: FlyTampa
www.simmarket.com
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FlyTampa Corfu for X-Plane11

Corfu, an island off Greece’s northwest coast in the Ionian Sea, is
defined by rugged mountains and a
resort-studded shoreline. Its cultural heritage reflects years spent
under Venetian, French and British
rule before it was united with
Greece in 1864. Kérkyra, the capital of Corfu, flanked by 2 imposing
Venetian fortresses, features winding medieval lanes, a French-style
arcade and the grand Palace of St.
Michael and St. George.
Corfu is FlyTampa’s first X-Plane 11
airport and features the following:
Corfu Ioannis Kapodistrias (LGKR)
airport,
Complete island with mesh, vegetation and lighting,
Full coverage with custom buildings
and landmarks,
Sloped airport terrain (X-Plane
only),
Animated apron vehicles, road and
ship traffic,

Pre-rendered self-shadowing
reflection maps.

and

One thing I'm not 100 percent sure
about, but it would be logically, I
think, besides many changes that
had to be made, that it's a ported
airport with X-Plane 11 features as
well as all the necessary modifications that have been made to give
it "that" exclusive X-Plane look and
feel.
Installation:
After you've unzipped the package,
you end up with three folders:
Flytampa_Corfu_Airport
Flytampa_Corfu_Objects
FLytampa_Corfu_zMesh
What if you're a Mac user? Sorry,
but I don't have Windows although
I think that Windows is just an exe
file. For Mac it's different. You
download a dmg (Disk ImaGe) file,
run the dmg and you end up with a
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pkg (package) file. Start the pkg
file, enter the requested serial
number and you end up with three
folders. Just drop them in your
Custom Scenery folder and you're
done. Start X-Plane 11, and once
up and running, I advice you to
shutdown X-Plane. The scenery
order of these three folders as well
as their position in the scenery_pack.ini file is, as we all know,
important. As indicated in the provided Acrobat manual flytampacorfu (Flytampa_Corfu_Airport/
Doc), not only the recommended
scenery_pack.ini order is mentioned, but also the suggested XPlane settings.
Ioannis Kapodistrias International
Airport may be an international
airport but it's not a large or complex airport. It only has one runway but the airport is well modelled
with lots of detail. Ground textures
like those of the apron, taxiways

and runway are absolutely of a realistic quality. The grass around it
looks very nice and completes this
typical look. The airport is full of
small objects like taxi and runway
signs, a rendezvous sign (lucky
that's also in English as Greece not
my strongest point), dedicated to
the airport and modelled by FlyTampa, static stairs, a movable
Hertz passenger bus, belts, baggage carts with driver, GPUs
(Ground Power Unit), fire extinguishers, waste buckets, cars, even
a scooter, and much more. Most of
the mentioned objects are static
devices, but it gives the airport the

look and feel you can, no, you
should or may expect.
The airport doesn't have movable
gates or jetways if you prefer, instead there are passenger walkways that connect the terminal
building with the apron. It seems to
me that the FlyTampa team has
forgotten nothing as every tiny detail is modelled and that gives this
airport in my opinion, a realistic
look. One thing I do miss are static
aircraft. I ticked the option in the
X-Plane Settings "Graphics" menu,
but I still have no static aircraft.
Ok, in most cases static aircraft
aren't based on high polygon mod-
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els, but many add-on packages
available offer good quality static
aircraft. Anyway, by default and
with the "draw parked aircraft"
ticked, no aircraft are added to the
apron. Parked or static aircraft
aren't AI traffic. For this I highlight
the following note from the manual; "Why do I not see AI aircraft
at LGKR? To ensure you get a busy
apron at LGKR, make sure you install a traffic add‐on to get more
live traffic at the airport. FlyTampa
Corfu airport is compatible with X‐
Life traffic add‐on."
One other item to highlight. I assume you have to tick/activate, in

the X-Plane Settings window,
"General" tab is “Runways follow
terrain contours". There's nothing
mentioned in the manual, so I assume that this has to be active, but
I'm not 100 percent sure as many
takeoffs are initiated via runway
17. It’s most likely the windy conditions favour runway 17 and not
runway 35. One of the reasons for
this thought is because for runway
17 you've got a taxiway, but when
taxiing to runway 35, you have to
backtrack on the runway itself. Although there's a turning point at
the end of runway 35, it’s still less
convenient than runway 17.
The airport buildings in general and
in particular the passenger terminal
with the control tower next to it,
are very well modelled with great
precision. I'm not sure if photo real
material is used, but the look is
very good to be honest. The concrete construction of the passenger
building is weathered, as you may
expect, and I have to correct myself in respect to the photo real
material/textures; the blue glass

wall underneath the roof of the
passenger terminal is photoreal
material, and it's of a good quality.
Not blurry at all!
While taxiing to runway 27 (2373
meters/7785 feet), in my Cessna
152. I discovered a couple of static
aircraft between the A and B taxiways. I checked the ground movement chart, but those buildings
down here are not assigned to anything. It seems to be a small jet
aircraft and a couple of GA aircraft.
I have the idea that those are also
Cessna C152 models. On the other
side of the runway, I also spot one
static GA aircraft. Passing the old
city I'm impressed by the amount
of Greece houses. Although the
real amount of houses - seen on
photos - looks to me more, the
overall look is good as is the harbour which has a couple of ships.
In-between, I see the ortho ground
textures popping up and I'm not
sure what that quality the ortho
ground textures is - ZL15, ZL16 or
ZL17? This has to do with the
sometimes slightly blurry look of
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these ground textures. On the
other hand, having Corfu Island
completely covered with ortho textures ZL17, it will be a massive
package, too big perhaps. It makes
sense that we're dealing with ZL16
or ZL15.
While climbing to roughly 3000
feet, I keep my eyes on the modelled landscape. The mountains
and hills are fully covered with
trees, trees and even more trees.
I'm aware that this also depends
on the X-Plane rendering settings,
but it's good to see how real it
looks. Flying further south, I pass
the hills which seem to me that
these ortho textures are a bit green
cast. Unless I'm totally wrong, but
I sincerely hope that FlyTampa is
able to correct these textures.
After the hills I slowly descend and
along the coastline I turn to a
northern heading. Occasionally I
spot a couple of houses, an apartment complex, or a hotel with private a beach and further on, I
again see trees, trees and even

more trees. One thing is for sure,
these beaches are gorgeous but at
some places the beach doesn't
blend with the sea, but the beach
or cliff blends as a straight line with
the sea. However, I must say that
at other places you hardly see this
abrupt coastline beach-sea blending.
You may say "Angelique notices
everything" and yes, that's true, I
do but this is a VFR flight. On IFR
arrivals and departures, you will
see something of the surrounding
area in the beginning, but before
you know, you're either above the
clouds or too high to see those local items I'm talking about.
I've reached the northern part of
the island, and lucky for me, I can
take a short cut in between the
hills and fly at low VFR altitude to
the west side of the island. What I
see as farmland looks good, but I
got the impression that the ground
textures are slightly blurry, unless I
have my settings set too low. I've
seen the recommended rendering

settings and honestly, it's quite
high knowing that not everybody
can handle this. Besides, I don't
believe that my slightly blurry textures are a result of wrong rendering settings. When we forget that,
then it's a pleasure to fly VFR.
Once I've reached the other side of
the island it's time to trek back to
the airport. I can say that I'm impressed with what I've seen. The
overall look and feel of Corfu Island
including the airport is very good,
which is no surprise as FlyTampa
produce excellent scenery.

weathering on the buildings, the
Olympic and Aegean stairs, baggage belts, all parked near the passenger terminal. I've seen only one
transfer bus driving around at the
airport, but many models can be
found at their parking places next
to the terminal building.

IFR flights are VOR approaches
with a tight turn for finals on runway 35 with a wonderful view of
the harbour and the Hotel, and the
approach lighting (fabulous modelling), which expands out into the
water.

Check out the Cinematic Video on
www.flytampa.org

After landing you’ll see many areas
and objects that are very well modelled. For example; the small tower
on the west side of the runway, the
baggage carts and TUG trucks, the
different kind of vegetation, the

Platform: X-Plane 11
Download
Cost: US$26.00
Developer: FlyTampa
Publisher: FlyTampa
www.x-plane.org
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In conclusion, this is great scenery
of Corfu Island, the old town, all
the resorts, the harbours, the ortho
ground textures and of course, the
airport. Is it worth your US$26.00?
Without doubt it is!

Angelique van Campen
(www.x-plained.com)

Pilot Assist Pro by Jet Express Technology (iPhone and iPad)
This app is designed for sim pilots and real-world pilots. Designed for all types of
pilots, Pilot Assist Pro is your perfect flying partner. Declutter the cockpit and
access all of your flight resources – checklists, manuals, weather, flight logs,
NOTAMs and more – right from your mobile device.
Checklists are at the heart of Pilot Assist Pro. For every aircraft in your personal
virtual ‘hangar’, you have access to the full range of checklists for that particular
aircraft, direct from your iPhone or iPad. Never lose your place or miss check
items again – with our interactive checklists, you step through each check item
in turn with the tap of your screen.
Pilot Assist Pro gives you live access to NOTAMs and aviation weather while your
device has an internet connection. Simply locate your desired airports and
weather stations using their ICAO code and Pilot Assist Pro will immediately
gather the latest airport NOTAMs,
Our unique weather display can show raw TAFs and METARs, or fully decoded
versions if you prefer – and with our Sky View display, visualising the cloud conditions – even complex multi-layered formations is simple. Sky View gives an ‘at
a glance’ cross section of cloud layers, with a visual representation of cloud layers and coverage.
Every pilot has experienced the frustration of having forgotten to make a note of
a departure time, or lost the scrap of paper that their Hobbs figures were written
on. Flight logging becomes a breeze with Pilot Assist Pro – a single tap of the
screen will automatically log your off-blocks, take-off, landing and on-blocks
times – along with any additional flight data you want to record (crew information, aircraft registration, fuel, Hobbs, tacho and so on). One further tap of the
screen will upload all of this data to the cloud via Dropbox.
Ever left documents or aircraft manuals in the crew room because weight and
balance is marginal? Or because there’s simply no room in your flight bag? With
Pilot Assist Pro’s flexible documents functions, you get direct access to any of
your electronic documents and charts, straight from your iPhone or iPad. The
app connects seamlessly to Dropbox and all documentation can be synced to
your device for access even when you’re offline in flight mode.
With Pilot Assist Pro your ScratchPad is only a tap of the screen away – ideal for
jotting down those all-important pieces of information – and all you need is the
tip of your finger! You can create up to 3 different ScratchPads at a time and,
like all of your other flight data, your ScratchPad notes can be uploaded to the
Cloud with a single tap. You can even use images (from your iPhone/iPad camera or library) as the background for your Scratchpad, allowing you to easily
annotate charts and diagrams. ScratchPad also supports Apple Pencil.
Using your iPhone or iPad in flight puts a huge variety of information at your
fingertips – but it needs to be available quickly, and mustn’t be a distraction
when you’re not actively using it. That’s why we’ve introduced two special features within the app settings: If you select ‘Prevent Sleep’ within the app settings, your device screen will stay active throughout your flight, rather than going into sleep mode. This way, you won’t need to unlock your screen to access
the information. And with automatic day/night mode, the display will naturally
switch between light and dark modes, preventing screen glare during night flying. Both settings are optional and you can enable and disable at any time.
https://pilotassistpro.com
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We start this issue with an update
on the new control tower at Dublin
Airport which is taking shape and
already seems as tall as the tower
crane building it. I can see the top
of the crane with its strobe lights
from my house. Work is moving at
a pace and already some of the
ground level buildings associated
with the new tower are taking
shape. The new tower will be ready
for the current single runway operation in early 2020 and for parallel operation in 2021 – which is the
expected introduction date for the
proposed northern parallel runway
to runway 28. The new tower is
designed to enable full visibility of
all three runways (28/10 L & R and
34/16) along with all thresholds,
apron and stands. The current control tower will be kept as a standby
tower. The Irish Government recently announced its plans for a
MetroLink project which will route
from Sandyford in South Dublin to
Swords in North county Dublin,
which will include a stop at Dublin
Airport. Most of the line will be underground but parts of it will be
over ground. It is expected to be
operational by 2027. I cannot believe after all these years, the airport and Swords will get a proper

transport link and just in time for
my retirement. A new fuel hydrant
system has been commissioned for
Pier 4 at the end of April. Part of
the project includes a new fuel
farm with three new fuel storage
tanks capable of holding 15 million
litres of aviation fuel. The three
original tanks that were in place
could only hold 800,000 litres and
whilst one has been demolished the
other two have been refitted to
store water. The new fuel hydrant
system allows for the direct delivery of fuel to aircraft at Pier 4 via a
hydrant dispenser that connects to
pipes located underground. It is
understood that the new system
will decrease the number of fuel
tankers required by at least 50%
and take under less than half the
time to refuel an aircraft than currently required using tankers. Passenger figures for March 2018
reached 2.3 million, an increase of
3% for the same period last year
even with the adverse weather disruptions. The Fast Track facilities at
Dublin Airport are now being sponsored by accountancy firm Grant
Thornton after a sponsorship deal
was done with the facility now
branded as the Grant Thornton Fast
Track.
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The Garda Air Support BN Defender
(Islander) aircraft serial 254 was
flown to the UK to Britten-Normans
facility for an overhaul and upgrading of some of its mission equipment back in July 2017 and only
returned to the Gardai in early
January this year. This is the only
fixed wing aircraft used by the Gardai alongside its two operational
Eurocopter helicopters.
Aer Lingus have added Airbus
A330-202, EI-GEY to its fleet in
early May. The aircraft is ex Qatar
Airways and will enter the Aer Lingus fleet in the seating configuration as it was with Qatar of 24
business class and 236 economy
seats however, it will modified to
be in line with the rest of the airline’s fleet before the summer of
2019. As part of its introduction of
the A321LR’s next year the airline
has issued a “Request for Proposals” to airports in the US and Can-

ada with the aim of attracting investment from airports in the
whole eastern seaboard and according to IAG Group CEO Willie
Walsh there has been more than
expected interest for the proposals,
some of which they hope can exceed the capacity of the A321’s.
The airline has been allocated
twelve registrations in the sequence EI-LRA to EI-LRL for its new
Airbus A321LR aircraft, although
currently it only has a commitment
for eight of these with Airbus. The
A321LR’s will replace the leased
Boeing 757’s it currently uses on
some of its US East coast routes.
Two new routes were started recently by the airline with Dublin to
Philadelphia commencing on the
25th of March using leased Boeing
757’s and a new west coast route
to Seattle which commenced in
mid-May using Airbus A330-200’s.
The Seattle route is the airlines’
third west coast route following on
from Los Angeles and San Francisco and is trying to build on the
corporate travel for major US Corporates like Microsoft and Amazon
who are headquartered in the region. Interestingly, Aer Lingus also
recently signed an inter-airline
agreement with Alaskan Airlines
whose main hub is in Seattle. Aer
Lingus has wet leased ASL Airlines
Boeing 737-300 series, EI-STA for
use out of Belfast City airport for
some of its Spanish destinations
during the summer.
Eurocontrol, which manages the
flow of air traffic across Europe,
had a major system failure on the
3rd of April when its Enhanced Tactical Flow Management System
(ETFMS) suffered a failure. The

system manages slots to flights
and because of the failure contingency plans were put in place
which caused severe reductions of
air traffic which resulted in flight
delays and many flight cancellations across Europe. The system
was impacted for just over four
hours before it returned to normal
operations. The failure impacted on
flights in and out of Dublin where
there were some cancelled flights
as a result of the failure.
Lufthansa launched a new corporate colour scheme back in early
February and came in for some
criticism for removing the yellow
logo on the tail – the shade of blue
that it uses is a slightly darker
shade and the logo, which stays
the same, is now in white on the
completely blue tail. The new colour was launched amid some fanfare. Initially two aircraft were
painted up and dispatched around
Europe on a PR exercise. The original logo was designed by designer
and architect Otto Firle back in
1918 which included the now familiar crane logo. Apart from some
minor changes in 1962 with the
addition of a yellow circle around
the bird, the logo has stayed the
same since. As part of the new logo
the airline has designed its own
typeface so it could fit and be read
easily, in our new high-tech world
of Smart phones, PDA’s, Tablets
etc. Apparently, the yellow colour is
not gone totally and will be used in
other non-airport related advertising such as uniforms, signage in
airports etc. The airline has used
Dublin Airport on a number of occasions recently for diversions
mainly to do with sick/ill passengers. The latest diversion was on
the 27th of May when Airbus A340,
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D-AIDC, routing from Bogota to
Frankfurt as DLH543, diverted in
with a sick passenger in the early
afternoon before continuing on its
journey to Frankfurt.
Spanish airline, Air Nostrum, is understood to planning on setting up
an Irish based subsidiary company
called Hibernian Airlines to carry
out operations for wet leasing of
aircraft. It is hoped that it will receive its Air Operators Certificate
(AOC) shortly, the airline currently
operates a fleet of over forty
Canadair Regional Jets and a small
fleet of ATR-72’s
The Irish Parachute Club based in
Clonbullogue in Co. Offaly has recently hired in a Cessna 208B
Caravan aircraft from the UK registered G-KNYS however tragically it
was lost in a crash on the 13th of
May when performing a parachute
drop. The sixteen parachutists onboard had jumped from the aircraft
and it was in its descent back to
the airfield from 13,000ft when it
impacted bog land a short distance
from the airfield with the loss of
the pilot and a young boy who was
a passenger. The 208 had only arrived in Clonbullogue towards the
end of April and had replaced a
Polish based Pacific Aerospace PAC
750XL which has returned to Poland in early March.
Norwegian Air International has
postponed its expansion of transatlantic services to Canada due to
delays in receiving deliveries of
orders for their new Boeing 737
Max aircraft. The airline currently
has seven of these aircraft in its
fleet with EI-FYG delivered recently

but with delays on delivery on further aircraft it has to delay launching some new services until 2019.
In early April the IAG Group announced that it was purchasing a
4.61% stake in Norwegian Air
Shuttle and indicated that it may
make further share purchases with
a view to making a full offer for the
airline. There is a total of six airlines in the Norwegian Group –
Norwegian Air Argentina (currently
no aircraft), Norwegian Air International (71 aircraft), Norwegian Air
Norway (1 aircraft), Norwegian Air
Shuttle (51 aircraft), Norwegian Air
UK (15 aircraft) and Norwegian
Long Haul (15 aircraft). Shares in
the airline rose 48% since the beginning of 2018 thanks, no doubt,
to IAG’s interest. Norwegian Air
International is increasing its Shannon to Stewart service to a daily
service commencing October 2018
and will continue its twice daily service from Dublin. However, it is to
suspend its Cork to Providence service for the winter due to poor load
factors but it is hopeful to reinstate the route during the summer of 2019.
Knocksedan Heliport near Dublin
Airport has seen a resurgence of
visitors of late with the most interesting helicopter being Airbus Helicopter H215 or Super Puma, registered F-HRTS. The helicopter was
based at the heliport for over a
week and had flown in from France
via Guernsey in the Channel Islands and Haverfordwest in Wales.
The helicopter was being used to

lift transmission equipment at both
Kippure Mountain and north of
Drogheda. It is owned and operated by French electricity provider,
Reseau de Transport d’Electricite.
Its summer time again, so the Tellus Aerial Survey will be commencing again with a Canadian DHC-6
Twin Otter flying very low over the
Irish countryside. This summer the
aircraft will be flying over Limerick,
Tipperary and parts of West Cork at
a height of 250 feet in rural areas
and 800ft in built up areas. I seem
to recall when it was operating over
the east coast near Drogheda that
the M1 Motorway had warning
signs for “Low flying Aircraft” so as
not to frighten drivers thinking the
plane was going to crash!
Deliveries of Ryanair Boeing 737’s
continues with EI-GSB delivered in
early June. Since our last issue in
March, the airline has taken delivery of another twenty-two aircraft
with unusually, EI-GSC, arriving in
Dublin in the wee hours at 01.45 –
normally they arrive late afternoon
or early evening. As usual with new
aircraft arriving, some of its older
fleet are departing with several
aircraft going to Korean airline
JeJu. In the meantime, it has announced that it is increasing its
order for Boeing 737 Max’s by another 25 aircraft with the order
now sitting at 135, with options on
another 65 of the type. Some new
routes include the setting up of a
new base at Dusseldorf with one
aircraft based there and new routes
to Alicante, Malaga and Palma. A
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new route for Dublin will commence in late June to Turkish destination, Dalaman. In the opposite
direction its Greek services will see
the closure of its Chania base in
Crete with the loss of eleven routes
whilst it will also reduce its Athens
services to just three routes –
Thessaloniki, Santorini and Mykonos. The airline has recently restated that it is not interested in
long-haul routes and will instead
focus on acting as a feeder for
these routes to such airlines like
Aer Lingus, for which it is finalising
details on feeding in to its transatlantic routes. The airlines Polish
operation under the name of Ryanair Sun, commenced operations
in April gone with five aircraft
based in four different bases with
the routes operating as charter
flights. It is understood that during
the quieter winter months some of
these aircraft will be based in the
Canary Islands. Ryanair recently
announced that it was finally commencing flights to Ukraine in October this year after a few false
starts, although there are still some
protests coming from locally based
Ukraine International. In another
inter-airline deal, Ryanair has
agreed an extension to its partnership with Spanish airline, Air Europa, whereby Ryanair customers
can book Air Europa connecting
flights on the Ryanair website to
Madrid and then onwards via Air
Europa to sixteen destinations including North, Central and South
America.

Shannon airport came to the rescue of Irish farmers suffering from
the lack of fodder feed for animals
following a poor winter and spring
when the airport recently agreed to
cut 600 acres of silage and make it
available to farmers in the Shannon
region. Passenger traffic through
Shannon remained static in 2017
although there are signs that there
is a modest increase during Q1 of
2018 and this is before some additional routes like Air Canada’s new
Boeing 737 Max service to Toronto
commencing in June. Air Canada
currently has a fleet of 14 737
Max’s with another two on order
which have appeared in Irish Skies
as the airline uses them to some of
its UK destinations. In late March
the airport was the scene of a
simulated multi agency armed incident involving various units of the
Gardai, including the Emergency
Response Unit (ERU), the Regional
Armed Response Unit (ASU) and
the Garda Air Support Unit along
with the Irish Army. The exercise
included both Garda and Air Corps
helicopters flying in various specialist personnel.
The Irish Air Corps has recently
announced a cadetship intake commencing in April this year. Interestingly around the same time there
was a submission to the Public Service Pay Commission in relation to
staff shortages within the Air Corps
and that these shortages were resulting in greatly extending the
time taken to deliver the cadet pilot
training courses. Up to recent years
it took up to two and half years to
train pilots, but this was now takes
as long as four and half years with
the newest cadets, due to the staff
shortages. As an attempt to stem
the flow of experienced Air Corps
pilots to the commercial sector, it is
hoped to re-introduce a loyalty
payment scheme to encourage pilots to stay on. It is understood
that there is a shortage of up to
thirty pilots with eighty currently
on the books, although up to ten of
these have indicated that it is their
intention to resign within the next
couple of months. Several Air
Corps aircraft have been on mis-

sions outside of Ireland with the
Casa’s in particular being busy with
flights to Cardiff, Newcastle and
several flights to various airports in
the London region on medical missions. Two of Air Corps Cessna
FR.172’s were recently noted in
Coventry, possibly for maintenance
works, although this work is normally carried out by Air Corps mechanics at Baldonnel. A Casa aircraft took part in a ceremony
marking the 50th Anniversary of
the loss of the Aer Lingus Vickers
Viscount 803, EI-AOM, near Tuskar
Rock, performing a flypast of the
area it crashed in close to Tuskar
Rock off the south east coast of
Ireland.
A collaboration between Maynooth
University and industry partners
including Airbus, Irish Coastguard,
and Coilte (Irish Forestry) called UFlyte is aiming to develop systems
to improve the safe and regulated
operation of drones. A €6 million
research programme was announced in late March and Waterford Airport was chosen to carry
out tests as it has a controlled airspace, a manned control tower and
is close to terrain. Drones fitted
with the latest navigation, optical
and radar sensors will gather data
and feed it to powerful computers
to develop digital models of flying
environments. Science Foundation
Ireland is providing almost €2 million of the funding with the rest
coming from industry. Drones are
becoming more and more common
with our own Civil Defence units

taking drones to skies to assist in
emergencies in providing information to fire, ambulance and Gardai.
I was involved in a recent training
exercise for the hospital where I
work and I was amazed at how
much information can be gathered
without the risk to lives in using
drones.
Stobart has dispensed with its oldest aircraft when ATR-42, EI-CBK,
was returned off lease and flown to
Maastricht at the end of March. A
slightly unusual event recently happened when a Stobart ATR-72 operating for Aer Lingus Regional
from Edinburgh to Shannon had to
divert to Belfast Aldergrove with a
sick passenger – given the short
flight it is unusual for such diversions. Stobart has finally given up
on attempting to acquire the UK
airline Flybe. After several months
of talks it was unable to agree on
satisfactory terms with Flybe after
it rejected Stobart’s original price
offer. It was noted however that
they both enjoy a range of shared
interests and Stobart are currently
leasing a number of Flybe’s Embraer aircraft to operate flights
from Southend including to Dublin.
At some point recently Flybe must
have been stuck for aircraft as Bulgarian registered Embraer EMB190, LZ-VAR, of Bulgaria Air was
used on the Southend to Dublin
route instead of the normal Flybe
aircraft.
That’s is it for this issue. I had
hoped to organise a coffee get together during the summer in Weston as suggested in the last issue.
However, nobody emailed me
about it. If you’re interested, you
can contact me at ianbroni@iol.ie.
There’s no point in Terry and I sitting on our own.
Ian Broni ¢
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Terry McGee selects from some of the latest Freeware files

Air Serbia Airbus A319 (YU-APD)

est charts, fuel trucks and vehicle paths added with
many other scenery enhancements, airport views are
from the roof of the control tower.

By Gustavo Aguiar
aerosoft_a319_airserbia_yu-apd.zip
www.avsim.com

Easyjet Europe Airbus A320-214
By Stefan Bree. Night textures by Adam Hamada
airbus_a320-214_easyjet_oe-izq.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004/FSX Easyjet Europe Airbus A320-214. This is a
Air Serbia livery for Aerosoft Airbus A319. Works in P3D repaint of the Project Airbus A320-214 (WL), in Easyjet
too. Use AirbusX Extended Livery Manager to install.
Europe "Berlin" livery, registration OE-IZQ. Model included. The textures are saved in 32 bit format for
Casablanca (GMMN) Mohammed V Intl. quality graphics. Shine effect. Contains accurate model
with details such as opening passenger and cargo
Airport, Morocco
doors, animated pack inlets and outflow valves, all opBy JMS Designs
erable control surfaces, detailed flap tracks and slat
fsx_gmmn_jms_designs.zip
rails, hydraulics modelled on spoilers, landing gear
www.avsim.com
doors and many more.

CYPR - Price Rupert Airport, British
Columbia, Canada UPDATE
By Robert Catherall
cypr_p3dv4.zip
www.avsim.com

This is an up-to-date version of Mohammed V Intl Airport created only for FSX users: Terminals 1 and 2 redesigned, gates at T2 and T3 now correctly numbered
and a gate added for the A380 at T1, the VIP terminal
is also included, all approaches updated to the latest
charts, taxiways and taxi signs also updated to the lat-

This update has been tested in P3Dv4 and replaces the
stock airports scenery. A new Terminal Building, Apron/
Taxiway Lighting, Static Aircraft and other airport related objects have been added to improve the overall
appearance of this airport. A road has been added
which terminates at the ferry dock.
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Freeware Upgrade for P3D
default CRJ-700

implementation (not included, you must own the product). Impressive lighting effects and smooth day/night
transitions. New and fixed flight instruments and VC
integrated FMC. Hundreds of visual and programming
fixes and improvements.

By 2Skies ProFlight
cypr_p3dv4.zip
www.webalice.ie/ozoners/

Evergreen Alouette 3 N4996G
By Matt Levi
fsx-p3d_msk_aloutett3_n4996g.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX/P3D Evergreen Alouette 3 N4996G. These are textures for the payware MSK Alouette 3 depicting Evergreen N4996G. Installation instructions included.

FSX G1000 Update
By David Dibbell
g1000dd.zip
www.flightsim.com

Introducing the Bombardier CRJ-700 High Definition
rework for Prepar3D©V3 and V4. The CRJ-700 installed
by default in P3D can be greatly updated for free thanks
to 2Skies ProFlight package. It will receive new sounds,
4k textures on the exterior body and HD textures in the
virtual cockpit. TrueGlass by TFDi Design is also integrated for super realistic effects of rain, ice with wiper
simulation. Features: 4K external and virtual cockpit
high definition textures. TrueGlass© rain drops effects
from TFDi Design©. Milviz© WX Advantage Radar©

FSX G1000 Update. This is the original Microsoft FSX
G1000.cab file, renamed and updated to provide specific functions to select, delete, and add waypoints. All
of the original bmp and xml files from G1000.cab are
included in G1000dd.cab. To provide the new functions
to add a new waypoint, there are new xml files for the
PFD, and for the C-172, Beechcraft Baron, and Mooney
Bravo MFD's. There are also five new functional icons,
each with an xml file and associated background bmp
file. All the new functions are provided with tooltips to
identify the action performed by a mouseclick. These
functions, taken together, allow creating, editing, and
managing a flight plan from scratch without using the
FSX flight planner if so desired. All the original functions
of the FSX G1000 PFD and MFD are retained.
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FSX Panels & Gauges

This is a repaint of the excellent TDS (Tenkuu Developers Studio) Boeing 737-800 model, in Eurowings op. by
Tuifly livery, D-ABAF. Texture only. The textures are
saved in 32bit format for quality graphics. Model developed by Tenkuu Developers Studio, features high resolution textures, dynamic flexing wings, nose gear steering, rudder lock, ground spoilers, low speed aileron
locks at high speed, fully animated control surfaces,
fully independent suspension, trim animation, opening
passenger doors, rolling wheels, animated thrust reverse with reverser block doors, detailed textures, full
night lighting, ground service vehicles and more. Model
design by Hiroshi Igami. Flight dynamics design by Nick
Wilkinson, with assistance from David Biggar. Master
textures and paint kit by Kyle Schurb. For support visit
Tenkuu Developers Studio's Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/TDS.SkySpirit.B737NG/.
Works in FS9 and FSX.

By Ronald Prindle
logger_rnav_upd.zip
www.flightsim.com

GPS Update
By David Dibbell
fs9gpsdd.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX Panels & Gauges. This update package brings more
legacy radios and updates to your existing FSX avionics.
Updates for existing packages are for the RNAVs I have
uploaded, to allow for Robbie's "Logger" to recall waypoint data last used. All these updates have a "Localizer
Protection" added so the RNAV basically stays off-line
when you dial in a localizer frequency into Nav 2. An
experimental ID-824 Narco VOR head and King KI-204
& 203's can be found in this package if you're looking
for something different to look at for Nav #2. All XML
files, as in past packages, can be installed manually, or
with recommended editors like FS Panel Studio software
for "better fits" to existing panels.

Eurowings Boeing 737-86J (D-ABAF)
Stefan Bree, Tenkuu Developers Studio
boeing_737-86j_eurowings_d-abaf.zip
www.avsim.com

FS2004/FSX GPS Update. This is the original Microsoft
gps_500 gauge, renamed and updated to provide specific functions to select, delete, and add waypoints. All
of the original bmp and xml files from fs9gps.cab are
included in fs9gpsdd.cab, along with one new file
named gps_500dd.xml. This new gauge substitutes for
the original gps_500. There are no changes to any of
the graphics. All the new functions are accomplished
using mouse areas around the bezel, with tooltips to
identify the action performed by a mouseclick.

EditVoicepack Callsigns Pack 9
By Alan Robertson
atc_callsigns_pack_9.zip
www.flightsim.com
FS2004/FSX EditVoicepack Callsigns Pack 9. A selection
of some airline, aircraft models and airport callsigns
(some fanciful, I admit) for use in EditVoicepack. This
pack includes ART Austria, China Southern Cargo, Falcon7x, Falcon10, Falcon20, Falcon900, Finnair Cargo,
Gandhara International, Ibis, Kinetic, L-40, LAN Colombia, LAN Mexico Cargo, M-18, Magma, Moonraker, Network Rail, Norship, OPIS, Rednose, Skybiz, Ukraine National Guard, Utah Aeromed, Vivat, Z-50, Z126, Z-226,
Z-326, Z-726, Zetavia.
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Hawaiian Air Ambulance Bell 222

Seattle X Demo—City and Airports

By Matt Levi
fsx-p3d_cera_bell_222_hawaiian_air_ambulance.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Drzewiecki Design
seattle_x_demo_368160.zip
www.avsim.com

FSX/P3D Hawaiian Air Ambulance Bell 222. These are
textures for the payware Cera Sim Bell 222B, depicting
Hawaiian Air Ambulance N622F. Installation instructions
included.

Auckland Intl. Airport, New Zealand
By Robert Catherall
nzaa_p3dv4_rwc.zip
www.avsim.com

SEATTLE X DEMO features an extremely detailed scenery of large area of Seattle, USA, fully compatible with
FSX, FSX SE, P3D v1/v2/v3/v4 and FSW by Dovetail.
With Seattle X you are free to fly to any of 5 airports:
KSEA Tacoma, KPAE Paine Field, KBFI Boeing Field,
KRNT Renton, S50 Auburn, admire some of the worldrenowned landmarks, bridges, harbours, heliports, seaplane bases, ships, etc. This Demo version features
both - the City and the Airports packages (commercial
poducts) and includes some downtown buildings as well
as all airports with terminals but with low resolution
textures, non-animated jetways and generally much
less details. This ensures no problems with online
(VATSIM, IVAO and multiplayer) flying in case some
users have the payware scenery and some don't. It's
equipped with an automatic installer, which means that
the scenery will be automatically added to the Flight
Simulator Scenery Library. Please uninstall all previous
versions of the above-mentioned airports you may have
installed before. Please make also sure that no duplicated AFCAD files are installed.

QSimPlanner Version 0.4.2

This is Ray Smith's 'fsx_nzaa_rs.zip' file made for FSX.
Ray has given me permission modify his file and make
it available for Prepar3Dv4. This is Ray's rendition and
is an accurate and up-to-date version of Auckland Intl
Airport. Assigned parking as per their website with extra parking including gates for the A380, aprons, taxiways and taxi signs updated to the latest charts, extra
fuel trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt and many
other scenery improvements and objects added.

By David Chen
qsimplanner_0_4_2.zip
www.flightsim.com
FSX/P3D/X-Plane QSimPlanner Version 0.4.2. QSimPlanner is a tool for fuel planning and take-off/landing
performance calculations. It includes route finder/
analyzer, takeoff/landing calculators. Supports oceanic
tracks (NATs/PACOTs/AUSOTS) and wind aloft. Current
available
aircraft:
737-600/700/800/900,
747400/400F/8/8F, 777-200LR, 777-300ER, 777F, 787-8.
An AIRAC cycle from Aerosoft's NavDataPro is included
(special thanks to Aerosoft!). Supports Windows
7/8/10.
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GPS and FMC Flight Plan Icons

KMIA - Miami Intl. Florida, USA

By David Dibbell
fpl_icons.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Ray Smith
fsx_kmia_rs.zip
www.avsim.com

FS2004/FSX GPS and FMC Flight Plan Icons. These
icons function to select, add, or delete waypoints, and
to initiate or cancel a direct-to leg to any waypoint selected from the loaded flight plan. The logic for adding a
new waypoint differs from the author's previous
fs9gpsdd.cab and G1000dd.cab updates. The icons are
coded to work with any GPS or FMC gauge which uses
the native gps system in FS2004 and FSX. This includes
Garrett Smith's very popular HoneywellFMC.cab, which
can be found on this site as fmc-1.zip. Mouse-over
tooltips are provided to identify the function of each
icon. The user may enter, manage, and edit a flight
plan from scratch, using only the GPS or FMC, if desired. Public Domain.

JetBlue Blueprint Embraer E190
Repaint by Jeffrey Carney
wilco_e190_jetblue_blueprint.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX JetBlue Blueprint Embraer E190. JetBlue Blueprint
textures only for the payware Wilco/Feelthere Embraer
This is an accurate and up-to-date version of Miami Intl
E190. Texture made using the Wilco E190 paint kit.
Airport with two optional files and made only for FSX,
do not use in P3D: one file with the Crosswind runway
Quality Wings 787 - Additional maps for 12/30 activated where all 4 runways will be used for
Lybya Algiers Maroc Tunis
takeoff/landing and one file as the default airport runBy Mohamed Fawzi
way operation: Airline gate assignments now updated
qw787-additional_map_for_north_african_airports.zip as per their website including gates for the A380, gates
www.avsim.com
D53-D60 allocated only for Envoy Air ENV (but also
Included are 7 airports HLLT, HLLB, HLLQ, DTTA, DAUH coded EGF and AALX) Fedex, UPS and Centurion ramps
GMMN and GMAD to display in the QW787 ND.
and buildings updated, taxiways and taxi signs updated
to the latest charts, extra fuel trucks, support vehicle
roads rebuilt, airport views are from the roof of the control tower (when in tower view) please view the readme
before installation.
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Lufthansa ‘New Colour’ Airbus A321

YSSY - Kingsford Smith Int’l Airport

By Neo Leung
aerosoft_airbus_a321_lufthansa_new_color_d-aisp.zip
www.avsim.com

By Robert Catherall
yssy_p3dv4_rwc.zip
www.flightsim.com

Lufthansa “New Colour” Airbus A321 for the Aerosoft
Airbus A321. Repaint by Neo Leung.

Southampton Airport
By Steve Colley
eghi_southampton-1.zip
www.flightsim.com

P3D v4 Scenery--YSSY - Kingsford Smith Int'l Airport,
Sydney, Australia. This is Ray Smith's 'fsx_yssy_rs.zip'.
Ray has given me permission to modify his file and
make it available for Prepar3Dv4. This is a reasonably
FSX Scenery--Southampton Airport (EGHI) with upaccurate version of YSSY to reflect today's situation
dated parking, car parks and ATIS. Built using default
with two optional files, one file with the crosswind runand Acceleration objects.
way 7/25 activated where all three runways will be
used for takeoff/landing and one file as the default airSpirit CSeries 300 V5L
port runway operation. The International Terminal has
Model design and paint by Camil Valiquette
been redesigned and now includes night lighting, ascs300v5lnkx.zip
signed parking as per their website for the Domestic
www.flightsim.com
terminal only, international parking spots are random
with seven gates added for the A380, taxiways and taxi
signs updated to the latest charts, Marsh St. and its
bridge added; also included are Airport Drive and Link
Rd, extra fuel trucks, support vehicle roads rebuilt,
lighted helipad with the area buildings and many other
scenery improvements and objects added.

Nok mini Airlines Saab 340 (HS-GBE)
By Neo Leung
carenado_saab_340_nok_mini_airlines_hs-gbe.zip
www.avsim.com

FSX Spirit CSeries 300 V5L. Night lighting effects have
been upgraded. Including CamSim's own static displays
Nok mini Airlines Saab 340 Livery for the Carenado
and Animated Ground Servicing (AGS).
Saab S340. Repaint by Neo Leung.
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LIPX, Verona ‘Villafranca’ Airport, Italy

LSGS v2, Sion Airport, Switzerland

By Tim van Ringen
lipx_368194.zip
www.avsim.com

By Tim van Ringen
lsgs-v2.zip
www.avsim.com

Revised detailed setup with ADE. Only tested in FSX.
Sion Airport is mostly in use as Heli and GA airport and
as Air Force base. It is located in the Rhône valley, surrounded by the Alps. Ideal for some mountain flying.

KFSO - San Francisco Int’l Airport
By Robert Catherall
ksfo_p3dv4_rwc.zip
www.flightsim.com

New setup to a decent freeware alternative. Villafranca
is located 10 km (6.2 miles) southwest of Verona, Italy
and services commercial flights. During the Bosnian
War, the airbase was used by NATO aircraft as a staging area.

Singapore Airlines Boeing 787-10 V5L
By Camil Valiquette
780v5lsqx.zip
www.avsim.com

P3D Scenery--KSFO - San Francisco International Airport, California (CA), USA. This is Ray Smith's file. Ray
has given permission to modify his file for P3Dv4. This
airport update has two optional files. One version with
the crosswind runways operating, where all four runways will be used for takeoff/landing and one version as
the default runway operation. Assigned parking as per
their website including gates for the A380. A new control tower added. Runway 1L/19R now at its new
length. Taxiways and taxi signs updated to the latest
charts. Extra fuel trucks, support vehicles and roads
rebuilt and many other scenery improvements added.

Screen Capture Tool
By Vodiel
vodiel_screen_capture_for_fsx_and_p3d_tool.zip
www.avsim.com
Create beautiful screenshots in P3D with ease. All you
FSX Singapore Airlines Boeing 787-10 V5L. Night light- have to do is click your own flight sim then go to Vodiel
ing effects have been upgraded. Including CamSim's Screen Capture then File>Capture. Then File>Save.
own static displays and Animated Ground Servicing Features Easy to use! MultiLingual Compatible with all
(AGS). Model design and paint by Camil Valiquette.
flight simulators.
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LRBC, George Enescu Airport,
Bacäu Romania

he mapped over 50 years ago. We have a long way to
go though before we catch him up. We are going to explore the Jewel in the Crown of England and hopefully
we will learn more together all about the Lake District.

By Tim van Ringen
lrbc.zip
www.avsim.com

LFMT v2, Montpellier
Mediteranee Airport, France
By Tim van Ringen
lfmt-v2.zip
www.avsim.com

New setup of this airport of the city of Bacäu in Romania. It serves the low-cost airline Blue Air. The airport is
also in use by the Romanian Airforce.

Kushiro Airport

Revision of this complete new ADE setup. The airport in
the South of France carries the 10th largest number of
passengers in France (over 1.18 million in 2010). A
campus of the École Nationale de l'Aviation Civile
(French civil aviation university) is also located at the
airport.

By Zurib Aerospace
mfsg_kushiro_2018_fsx.zip
www.flightsim.com

LIMZ - Cuneo Levaldigi
By Guido Porro
levaldigi_2018_368292.zip
www.avsim.com

FSX Scenery--Kushiro Airport (RJCK) located in Hokkaido, Japan. This is the LITE Version.

Lake District Safari
By Neil Birch
lake-district_full.zip
www.flightsim.com

FSX Scenery--Lake District Safari. This is an add-on for
Microsoft FSX-SE Farm Strips Vol. 4 Northern-England.
It includes additional software and also a Microlight.
Extras you will need are: Steam Edition Farm Strips
Vol. 4, either Playsims JustFlight's or Megascenery U.K.
Photographic Scenery. This is the first of my many
guided tours around the Lake District following in Alfred
Wainwright's footsteps we'll be flying over the footpaths

P3D Scenery—LIMZ Cunro Levaldigi International and
National Airport guarantees weekly flights with Romania, Albania, Morocco and Palma de Mallorca. Easily accessible from all over Piedmont and Liguria, it is characterized by a very favourable geographical position, both
for its central position in a highly industrialized area and
for its proximity to places of particular tourist interest.
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Up/Down Timer & Clock

LXGB v3, Gibraltar Airport

By Bob Kellogg
timerz.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Tim van Ringen
lxgb-v3.zip
www.avsim.com

A 3rd revision of this completely new setup. Many call
Gibraltar Airport a dangerous airport because of the
winds that can blow around the famous Gibraltar Rock.
The Gibraltar Rock is the very south end of the Spanish
peninsula, and since 1713 assigned to the British by the
'Vrede van Urecht'. It is an important Royal Navy base.

ZBAA– Beijing Capital Intl. Airport
By Robert Catherall
zbaa_p3dv4_rwc.zip
www.avsim.com

FS2004/FSX Up/Down Timer & Clock. A simple digital
timer to count up or down; also displays local or Zulu
time. Annotated XML. Popup or add to a panel, instructions included.

PMDG 737-800F Cargo Collection
By Pete Richards
pmdg_737-800f_collection.zip
www.avsim.com

This is Ray Smith's 'fsx_zbaa_rs' file made for FSX. Ray
has given me permission modify his file and make it
available for Prepar3Dv4. This airport scenery is an accurate version for ZBAA. Airline gate assignments as
per their website with extra parking including many
gates for the A380. Taxiways and taxi signs updated to
the latest charts, all aprons updated, de-icing pads
added, new control tower, extra fuel trucks, support
vehicle roads rebuilt and many other scenery improvements and objects added. This airport now has the 3
runway's operating very close to the real world, please
view the readme before installation. (Now you can fly
direct to/from EIDW).

TAP ‘circa 1975’ Boeing 727-200
By Ted Giana
tap_727-200_circa_1975.zip
www.avsim.com

P3D collection of cargo liveries I painted for the PMDG
737-800. Windows removed and cargo door (Not functional) painted. Liveries are TNT New, Australian Air
Express, Heavy Lift, Polar/DHL, Southern Air/DHL and
West Atlantic/DHL. Please use the PMDG operations
centre to install.

This is an update to my previous upload which lacked
the anti-reflective paint, just under the cockpit windows. This repaint has rectified that. This is a repaint of
the 727-200 in TAP (Portugal) in classic 1970s livery.
The freeware 727-200 by Tenkuu Developers Studio
(TDS) is needed for this repaint. Tested on P3Dv3. It
should work on FSX & FSX-SE.
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Airspeed AS.10 Oxford
Vintage Panel Update

Russian Airlines "Skyteam" livery, VP-BDK. Model included. The textures are saved in 32 bit format for
quality graphics. Shine effect. Night textures by Adam
Hamada. Contains accurate model with details such as:
opening passenger and cargo doors, animated pack
inlets and outflow valves, all operable control surfaces,
detailed flap tracks and slat rails, hydraulics modelled
on spoilers, landing gear doors and many more. Works
in FS9 and FSX. For updates visit the website of Project
Airbus: www.pafs.wf

By Leonardo Santos / Keith Hackett
oxford_vintage_panel.zip
www.avsim.com

GPS and FMC Flight Plan Icons
By David Dibbell
fpl_icons.zip
www.flightsim.com

This is an update to Keith Hackett's Airspeed Oxford
(available in flightsim.com as: civilox.zip or oxford.zip) I
made this because I felt the placement of the Bendix
Radio/AP on this aircraft's panel just seemed 'wrong',
so this update removes it from both Panel view & Virtual Cockpit view. In turn it adds the default FS2004
DC-3's Radio stack & Lockheed Vega's Sperry Autopilot,
giving the cockpit a much more 'legitimate' vintage
look. Check out the pictures for a preview of what it
looks like now! A special thanks to Keith Hackett for an
awesome aircraft!

Aeroflot Airbus A320-214
By Stefan Bree, Project Airbus
airbus_a320-214_aeroflot_vp-bdk.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004/FSX GPS and FMC Flight Plan Icons. These
icons function to select, add, or delete waypoints, and
to initiate or cancel a direct-to leg to any waypoint selected from the loaded flight plan. The logic for adding a
new waypoint differs from the author's previous
fs9gpsdd.cab and G1000dd.cab updates. The icons are
coded to work with any GPS or FMC gauge which uses
the native gps system in FS2004 and FSX. This includes
Garrett Smith's very popular HoneywellFMC.cab, which
can be found on this site as fmc-1.zip. Mouse-over
tooltips are provided to identify the function of each
icon. The user may enter, manage, and edit a flight
plan from scratch, using only the GPS or FMC, if desired. Public Domain.

EditVoicepack Callsigns Pack 9

By Alan Robertson
atc_callsigns_pack_9.zip
www.flightsim.com
A selection of some airline, aircraft models and airport
callsigns (some fanciful, I admit) for use in EditVoicepack. This pack includes ART Austria, China Southern
Cargo, Falcon7x, Falcon10, Falcon20, Falcon900, Finnair Cargo, Gandhara International, Ibis, Kinetic, L-40,
LAN Colombia, LAN Mexico Cargo, M-18, Magma, Moonraker, Network Rail, Norship, OPIS, Rednose, Skybiz,
FS2004/FSX Aeroflot Airbus A320-214. This is a repaint Ukraine National Guard, Utah Aeromed, Vivat, Z-50,
of the excellent Project Airbus A320-214, in Aeroflot - Z126, Z-226, Z-326, Z-726, Zetavia.
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Easyjet Europe Airbus A320-214

Delta custom ground service vehicles when cargo door
open, transparent navigation light lenses and many
more. For support visit SkySpirit2012 Boeing 777
group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/407992835888461/
Enjoy!

By Stefan Bree. Night textures by Adam Hamada
airbus_a320-214_easyjet_oe-izq.zip
www.flightsim.com

El Palomar, Brazil - SADP Airport
By Stuart John Gilbert II
sadp_366872.zip
www.avsim.com

FS2004/FSX Easyjet Europe Airbus A320-214. This is a
repaint of the Project Airbus A320-214 (WL), in Easyjet
Europe "Berlin" livery, registration OE-IZQ. Model included. The textures are saved in 32 bit format for
quality graphics. Shine effect. Contains accurate model
with details such as opening passenger and cargo
doors, animated pack inlets and outflow valves, all operable control surfaces, detailed flap tracks and slat
rails, hydraulics modelled on spoilers, landing gear
doors and many more.

Delta Air Lines Boeing 777-200ER
By Joe Shimmel | SkySpirit2012
skyspirit2012_delta_777-200er.zip
www.avsim.com

Delta's fleet includes 18 777-200s, 8 of which are the
standard ER version, while the remaining 10 are the
long range (LR) type. The textures are saved in 32bit
format for quality graphics. Features opening doors &
cargo doors, detailed textures, accurate paint, belly
logo, dynamic shine & effects, dynamic flexing wings
that respond to turbulence, fully independent suspension, trim animation, gear steering, accurate flight dynamics, spoiler animation, reflective cockpit windows,
crash effects, animated tilting bogies, full night lighting,

The default FS2004 scenery was missing links and no
parking links. Default had headings errors and the taxiway was wrong. I redesigned and corrected them. Now
with a more detailed and realistic airport. Fly Bondi is
now flying schedule flights.
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GPS Update

Up/Down Timer & Clock

By David Dibbell
fs9gpsdd.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Bob Kellogg
timerz.zip
www.flightsim.com

FS2004/FSX GPS Update. This is the original Microsoft
gps_500 gauge, renamed and updated to provide specific functions to select, delete, and add waypoints. All
of the original bmp and xml files from fs9gps.cab are
included in fs9gpsdd.cab, along with one new file
named gps_500dd.xml. This new gauge substitutes for
the original gps_500. There are no changes to any of
the graphics. All the new functions are accomplished
using mouse areas around the bezel, with tooltips to
identify the action performed by a mouseclick.

FS2004/FSX Up/Down Timer & Clock. A simple digital
timer to count up or down; also displays local or Zulu
time. Annotated XML. Popup or add to a panel, instructions included.

Delta Air Lines Boeing 747-400
By Joe Shimmel | SkySpirit2012
posky_dl_747-400_n661us.zip
www.avsim.com

Malaysia Airlines Boeing 737-MAX 10
By Danny Cummings
tds_737-max10_malaysia.zip
www.avsim.com

2004/FSX TDS Boeing 737-MAX 10 Malaysia Airlines
(9M-MLZ). Malaysia Airlines is an airline operating
flights from Kuala Lumpur International Airport and
from secondary hubs in Kota Kinabalu and Kuching to
destinations throughout Asia, Oceania and Europe.
Model design by Hiroshi Igami. Flight dynamics design
by Nick Wilkinson and David Biggar. Master textures by
Kyle Schurb.

In January 2018, Delta retired its last Boeing 747, ending a 47 year career for the fleet type that began in the
1970s. Known as the “Queen of the Skies,” the 747 is
one of the most popular and recognizable aircraft in the
world. While Delta's early 747s were returned back to
Boeing in 1977, Northwest continued to grow its fleet
with 747-100s, -200s, and eventually -400s in 1989.
They formed the backbone of Northwest's strong transpacific network. The first Boeing 747-400 ever built,
N661US, was retired from service in September 2015
after logging more than 61 million miles. Now it sits
preserved as an exhibit at the Delta Flight Museum in
Atlanta. This repaint pays tribute to the 747 and all the
employees who fuelled its success. Painted on the great
Project Opensky model. Enjoy!
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Savaria Yakovlev Yak-42 (RA-42316)

FS2004 Singapore Airlines Boeing 787-10 V5L. Night
lighting effects have been upgraded. Including CamSim's own static displays and Animated Ground Servicing (AGS). Model design and paint by Camil Valiquette.

By Sergey Gleba | PaintSim
samdim_yakovlev_yak-42_saravia_by_serg09.zip
www.avsim.com

Travel Service Conversion
Boeing 737-728SF
By Danny Cummings
tds_737-738sf_travel-service.zip
www.avsim.com

FS9/FSX Samdim Design Yakovlev Yak-42 in Saravia
livery. Textures only for Samdim model. Repaint by
Sergey Gleba. Link to my products on SimMarket:
http://secure.simmarket.com/paintsim.mhtml

Seven Seas Air Cargo Boeing 727-200F
By David Reed / Historic Airline Group
ssa727.zip
www.flightsim.com

2004/FSX TDS Boeing 737-738SF Travel Service Conversion (N346PH). Travel Service is a Czech charter
airline and the biggest airline in the Czech Republic with
its head office on the property of Vaclav Havel Airport
Prague in Ruzyne, 6th district, Prague. Model design by
Hiroshi Igami. Flight dynamics design by Nick Wilkinson
and David Biggar. Master textures by Kyle Schurb.

TUIfly Boeing 737-7K5 (D-AHXG)
By Stefan Bree, Tenkuu Developers Studio
boeing_737-7k5_tuifly_d-ahxg.zip
www.avsim.com

FS2004/FSX Seven Seas Air Cargo Boeing 727-200F.
Textures only for the TDS B727-200F (TDS_B727200.ZIP or TDSX_B727-200.ZIP). Two sets: Early version and red tail.

Singapore Airlines Boeing 787-10 V5L
By Camil Valiquette
780v5lsq4.zip
www.avsim.com

This is a repaint of the excellent TDS (Tenkuu Developers Studio) Boeing 737-700 model, in TUIfly livery, DAHXG. Texture only. The textures are saved in 32bit
format for quality graphics. Model developed by Tenkuu
Developers Studio, features high resolution textures,
dynamic flexing wings, nose gear steering, rudder lock,
ground spoilers, low speed aileron locks at high speed,
fully animated control surfaces, fully independent suspension, trim animation, opening passenger doors, rolling wheels, animated thrust reverse with reverser block
doors, detailed textures, full night lighting, ground service vehicles and more. Model design by Hiroshi Igami.
Flight dynamics design by Nick Wilkinson, with assistance from David Biggar. Master textures and paint kit
by Kyle Schurb. For support visit Tenkuu Developers
Studio's Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/TDS.SkySpirit.B737NG/. Works in FS9 and FSX.
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Douglas D-47 Dakota for X-Plane 11

this download. Will make them available once we have
the proper permission. This is a public beta version,
By Johan van Wyk
PLEASE read the "Release Notes" attached to the
AWXDC3Beta2_2XP11.zip 2.5.0
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/40334- download. X-Plane 10 version is also available.
awxdc3beta2_2xp11zip

Aerobask Robin DR401 CDI 155 1.2

By harranssor
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/45373aerobask-robin-dr401-cdi-155/

The Douglas C-47 is a twin-engined low wing transport
aircraft, powered by Twin Wasp R1830-90C engines.
Between 1935 and 1947 Douglas built a total of 10,654
of the type and over 80 years later there are still almost
1,000 in flying condition. This magnificent aircraft was
originally designed by Manfred Jahn, Jan Visser and
Team for P3D and is being flown by 100’s of happy
P3D/FSX users. At the end of July, Aeroworx obtained
the permission to port this aircraft to X-Plane. Eight
weeks later we are releasing the first public beta of the
C-47. As its sister project for P3D, this aircraft will remain free-ware for X-Plane 10 and 11. As members of
the South African Airways Museum Society, we have
direct access to their C-47 and also a few other DC-3/C47's. Getting good photographs is no problem, the
crews flying and maintaining these aircraft are also extremely helpful in providing us with documentation, advice, etc. This aircraft features a fully 3D Vintage Virtual
Cockpit, with dozens of mouse click-able animations.
The Sperry is the primary autopilot, but for the more
“modern” guys, a G530 is available as a pop-up. The
Breitling and "Dazzle Dak" liveries are not included in

Aerobask is proud to release the Robin DR401 CDI 155
as freeware, our gift to the X-Plane community. The
new Robin DR401 is a DR400 upgraded with a glass
cockpit, larger cockpit, electric trim and flaps. This
model features the 155HP CDI diesel engine, with its
FADEC. Main features: Accurate flight model by XAerodynamics. FMOD High Quality sounds by Daniela
RC. Integrated Laminar Garmin G1000 PFD and MFD.
Functional 3D cockpit, with VR ready manipulators. 3D
model with high resolution PBR textures. Simulated
FADEC test and Pre Heating. Windshield reflections.
Optimized to save FPS. 8 stunning liveries + a white
paint. Requirement: X-Plane 11.20+ | Windows/Mac/
Linux. 4GB+ VRAM Recommended.
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LSZH Zurich 1.1

LGZA Zakinthos Intl Airport 1.0.0

By fsclips
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/44879lszh-zurich/

By tdg
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/37786lgza-zakinthos-international-airport-greece/

This scenery will install LSZH - Zurich Airport. Zurich
airport also known as Kloten Airport, is the largest international airport of Switzerland and the principal hub
of Swiss International Air Lines. It serves Zurich, Switzerland's largest city, and, with its surface transport
links, much of the rest of the country. The scenery is
based on the default X-Plane scenery and makes use of
the latest tools for scenery builders. As such you need
X-Plane 11.20 or higher! This download includes two
versions, one with and one without static aircraft. The
version without static aircraft has autogates and realistic airline codes at every gate. Required: Mister X library. The Fruit Stand Aircraft library. Openscenery X.
Autogate (for moving jetways). Recommended: Airport
Environment HD.

LGZA Zakinthos International Airport Greece. A full
build for XP11 & XP10 so choose the version for you.
I do not claim it's 100% accurate depiction of the actual
airport but close. Enjoy IT'S FREE. Made on a Windows 10 PC 64bit. This scenery is for Xplane 11 &
10. PLEASE keep up to date with the library files
needed due to objects getting bigger and better. My
sceneries may not use all these library files listed but
it's best to have them installed; CDB-Library Version
2.4 (My Donation October 2014), OpensceneryX,
gt_library, R_2 library, ruScenery, FF LOD Library, The
Handy objects library 5.9, RE_Library 1.8, 3D people
library 3.8, MisterX Library 1.51, THE-FRUIT-STAND
Aircraft Library v2.2, BS2001 Object Library 1.1, Flags
of the World, World-Models, AutoGate plugin for working docking system. Most of the required libraries can
be found in the Master Library List.
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KMCO - Orlando International Airport

Dassault Falcon 50 1.0.0

By nicolas
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/36959kmco-orlando-international-airport/

By Queen_Emeraldas
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/45504dassault-falcon-50/

This is Riviere's Dassault Falcon 50, now updated to XPlane 10 (all credits go to him). This jet needs no introduction. It's capable of a max speed of Mach 0.96 and
has a service ceiling of 49,000 feet - which is already in
the stratosphere at some mid latitudes. It's a delight to
fly! Model by Riviere, posted with his permission (I just
updated it for X-Plane 10). Includes several liveries including the "Ice Queen" livery, if you wish to fly with
some Nordic flavour (expect a "Valentina" scent on the
cockpit... :-) Comes with FSE ini file for FSEconomy.
Includes a fully-functional 3D cockpit. Enjoy!

DeHavilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver 1.0
By Sean McLeod (Aerostarsim)
dhc-2_beaver_xp1105.zip
www.flightsim.com

Design by Freddy De Pues, NAPS Advanced Sim Scenery North Atlantic & Pacific Scenery. Features: XP11 full
implementation: new aircraft and ground service vehicles traffic. Customized buildings, lights, transparent
windows, interiors. Positioned buildings and objects as
close to reality based on orthophoto source Colour corrected USGS orthophotos blended in X-Plane environment, feathered edges, decals on polygons. ATC full
RWYs and TWYs network. ATC traffic flows, wind rules,
time rules. Autogate. Passive ADSB. RWYs & TWYs per
orthophoto. RWY & TWY side stripe marking. Multiple
road textures using .lin files. Accurate TWY signs. Precision pavement marking. Ponds covered with realistic
polygons and animated waves. Grass, sewers, irrigation
system. Animations by Marc Leydecker. Extremely detailed environment. Tunnels, bridges, causeways, toll, …
Compatible with World Traffic and X-Life. Requirements:
3D_people_library
BS2001_Object_Library.
CDB-Library. The Handy Man Objects. Flags of USA
States. Flags of the World. Mister X Library.
NAPS_library. OpenScenery. RuScenery.

X-Plane 11 DeHavilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver 1.0 This
is Jacques Brault's original X-Plane 8/9 DHC Beaver on
floats, converted for X-Plane 11. X-Plane 11 is configured by default for 3D cockpit view, so to use this aircraft you must choose to do one of two things: After
loading the aircraft, select 'Option-w' on MacOS for 2D
or 'Alt-w' on WinOS for the 2D instrument panel.
Thanks to Dataroots for the sound files, Ho-Hun for the
custom instruments and Scooter for the pilot figures.
Thank you to Jacques Brault for creating this aircraft.
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Norway Pro VFR Scenery 1.0

includes the follow for Norway: full detailed road network, VFR landmarks such as chimneys, masts, wind
turbines and lighthouses, detailed vegetation including
forests, individual trees, tree groups, tree-lines, and
shrub land in the correct place, plus a new custom
building set designed just for Norway. Although not required, to get the most enjoyment out of this scenery,
you should use matching orthophotos (generated using
either G2XPL or Oscar Pilot's fantastic Ortho4XP, or
downloaded from Zones-Photos) or the separate mesh
download: norway-pro-mesh.zip.
Requires:
the
FF
Library
(extended
version)
(FF_LIBRARY_EXTENDED_LOD.ZIP),
World Model Library (WORLD2XPLANE.ZIP),
OpenSceneryX (OPENSCENERYX.ZIP) and the R2 Library (R2_LIBRARY.ZIP). Please see the included documentation for installation instructions.

By Antoni Wroblewski of World2XPlane
norway-pro-b2.zip
www.flightsim.com

Lockheed L-749 Constellation 1.0
By Sean McLeod
lockheed_l-749_v1_xp1105.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 10 And 11 Norway Pro VFR Scenery 1.0. This
scenery has been generated from several data sources
and combined to produce a detailed VFR object overlay
scenery for all of Norway. Using a VFR chart or a map,
you should easily be able to navigate around Norway
using visual landmarks and reference points. In most
cases, buildings will be in the correct place and this will
enhance and give life to remote areas, making the
autogen also appear real (in most cases buildings will
line up with photoimagery). Additionally, the scenery

X-Plane 11 Lockheed L-749 Constellation 1.0. This is
the Lockheed L-749 Constellation by Luca13, converted
for X-Plane 11. The Lockheed L749 Constellation was
the first Lockheed Constellation to regularly cross the
Atlantic Ocean non-stop. Although similar in appearance
to the L-649 before it, the L-749 had a larger fuel capacity, strengthened landing gear, and eventually
weather radar. This model was originally built for XPlane 9, and includes a well equipped 3D cockpit that
includes an operable flight engineers panel. Other features include, and are not limited to 3D cowl flaps, plus
a 3D cabin interior.
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London VFR 1.2

GCFV Fuerteventura Airport 1.0

By Gary Rumpler
londonvfr.zip
www.flightsim.com

By Rene Bruun
gcfv_scenery.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 10 Scenery--GCFV Fuerteventura Airport 1.0,
Spain. Fuerteventura Airport, also known as El Matorral
Airport serving the Spanish island of Fuerteventura.
Requires the latest versions of the following libraries:
The Handy Object Library
(THE_HANDY_OBJECTS_LIBRARY.ZIP)
MisterX Library (MISTERX_LIBRARY.ZIP)
OpenSceneryX (OPENSCENERYX.ZIP)
RE Library (RE_LIBRARY.ZIP)

Boeing 787 Dreamliner 1.0
By Sean McLeod (Aerostarsim)
boeing_787_xp1105.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 10 And 11 Scenery--London VFR 1.2, England,
UK. This package contains 960 objects for the city of
London and is the result of six months work. The project originally started out as a test to see if using more
objects from the SketchUp Warehouse would improve
the look of the scenery. It did and because of this it
became an obsession. During the period the author was
working on the project, X-Plane went from 11.00 to
11.25. Some of the changes really helped, especially
the new Aerolite. Flying over the city from EGLC is so
cool. Important: please see the included documentation
for credits and installation instructions.

X-Plane 11 Boeing 787 Dreamliner 1.0. This is Jacques
Brault's X-Plane 8 and 9 Boeing Dreamliner, converted
for X-Plane 11. It is a simple 'Plane Maker' model, and
as such lacks all the 3D awesomeness that so many
people demand these days. It also has a simple 2D
panel. X-Plane 11 is configured by default for 3D cockpit view, so to use this aircraft you must choose to do
one of two things: After loading the aircraft, select
'Option-w' on MacOS for 2D or 'Alt-w' on WinOS for the
2D instrument panel. Thank you to Jacques Brault for
creating this aircraft for X-Plane.
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Panel-Upgrade Default Stinson 1.0

spect copyright! Feel free to enjoy x737project simulations for your own purpose, but do not redistribute any
parts of x737project. Enjoy x737project and give us
your feedback! Thanks!

By Leen de Jager
panel_nrm.zip
www.flightsim.com

Liverpool John Lennon Airport/City
By Antoni Wroblewski of World2XPlane
eggp_xp.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 11.20+ Panel-Upgrade Default Stinson 1.0.
This quick and easy upgrade adds normal effects to the
panel of the default X-Plane 11 Stinson. Instructions on
how to use this upgrade are included in the download.

x737-800/BBJ2 Version 5.4.0
By the x737project team
x737-800_xp11.zip
www.flightsim.com

X-Plane 11 x737-800/BBJ2 Version 5.4.0. The x737project team has released a sophisticated Boeing 737-800
simulation for X-Plane 10 and 11. x737-800 is a realistic sim, bringing hundreds of aircraft systems simulated
by the x737plugin. All displays, hydraulic and electrical
systems as well as the autoflight system are coded to a
new level of realism. A highly detailed cockpit, cabin
and exterior model makes the feeling of realism complete. x737project is free for all X-Plane pilots and will
remain free in the future. x737project is now available
as x737-700 and x737-800 for X-Plane 10 and X-Plane
11 for all platforms (macOS, Windows and Linux). Re-

X-Plane 10+ Scenery--Liverpool John Lennon Airport/
City (Custom HD), UK. Liverpool John Lennon Airport is
a regional airport located in the northwest of England.
The airport is used by many airlines with destinations
all over Europe. Although this X-Plane airport is not
100% finished (the far end of the airport is missing
some small buildings), the author has decided to release it early for others to enjoy. The airport includes
the following: fully licensed high resolution ortho imagery for the entire airport, surrounding trees and
buildings. Liverpool City Centre and Wirral landmark
buildings, Runcorn/Widnes bridge and accurate ground
markings and signs. This airport is completely custom
and no libraries are required. Simply drop the folder
into your Custom Scenery folder and make sure the
airport has a higher priority than other scenery in the
area. Issues/notes: some buildings do not yet have
night-time textures, but the main airport is well lit.
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Saint Maarten

March 2018
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Photos by Trevor O’Reilly
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